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NOTICE

This report was prepared to document work sponsored by the United
States Government. Neither the United States nor its agent, the
U.S. Department of Energy, nor any Federal employees, nor any of
their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of
any information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or rep
resents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights.

NOTICE

Reference to a company or product name does not imply approval or
recommendation of the product by the National Conference of State
Legislatures or the U.S. Department of Energy to the exclusion of
others that may be suitable.
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IN:rRODUCTION

With funds from the United States Department of Energy, Division of Geothermal

Energy, the National Conference of State Legislatures has undertaken a project to stimu

late and assist the review of state policies that affect geothermal development.

The NCSL Geothermal Policy Project has the following work tasks:

--Prepare background material for state geothermal policy reviews;
--Develop specific geothermal profiles for target states;
--Stimulate state decisions to review geothermal policies;
--Assist states in their analysis of geothermal issues;
--Review state policy analyses ~nd legislative actions; and
--Formally review the project's methods and results.

State assistance will be in the form of

A. Reference Materials

1. "Packet of Background Materials" -- a comprehensive gathering of infor
mation on the nature of geothermal resources and the various development
opportunities available inciuding important state legislation and re
search studies;

2. "Geothermal Pamphlet" -- an introduction to the nature of geothermal
resources, their beneficial uses, the role of state policies and the
NCSL.GeothermaIPolicyProject;

3. "State Profile" -- a concise description of a state's leading policy
concerns and potential benefits from geothermal development, including
an outline of the location and character of the state's geothermal
resources and their potential applications;

4. "Summary of State Actions" -- a summary of state study results and
legislative actions taken during the year.

B. State Presentations and Technical Assistance

As part of the policy review process, the project will provide individual
r

assistance at the request of the state. In the form of workshops or through

more informal contacts, project staff will assist in such areas as analyzing

policy alternatives, describing legislative action taken'in other states, and

identifying important studies, expert witnesses and concerned parties available

for assistance.
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C. Assistance from Experts

To insure that the policy reviews conducted are thorough and complete,

the project is designed so that the states receive the expertise of all parties

concerned with geothermal development. Participating in the multifaceted

effort will be

--State legislators;
--State legislative staff;
--State and local officials;
--Geothermal developers, investors, utilities and other

concerned private groups;
--Consultants from public and private research institutions; and
--Representatives of the Division of Geothermal Energy, U.S.

Department of Energy.

This second quarterly report--covering the period of May 1 through July 31, 1978--

includes a discussion of p~oject activities in the areas of

--State activities,
--Publicity,
--Development of project materials,
--Liaison activities,
--Professional papers, and
--Conferences.

Potential problem areas also are identified and future plans are discussed including

an assessment of prospects for future progress.
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In its second quarter of activity, the National Conference of State Legislatures'

Geothermal Policy Project concentrated its efforts in two areas: 1) state activi

ties and 2) development of project materials.

In the area of state activity, six states were selected to participate in the

project during its first year: Delaware, Hawaii, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah and

Virginia. Following this selection and acceptance of participation by the states,

project activities were initiated through a series of formal and informal meetings

with legislative committees or key individuals in the states. Legislative committees

were addressed on three occasions--twice in New Mexico and once in Oregon--and meet

ings held with key contact persons in three states--Delaware, Hawaii and Utah. In

other activity, general work plans were designed and negotiations begun on outlining

responsibilities and setting time deadlines in project states; contacts were made

with executive agency personnel having jurisdiction over geothermal activities in

their states; and initial state workshops were planned in Hawaii on August 2 and

Utah on August 30.

In the development of project materials, the project pamphlet, a final draft

of the Issue Paper and the review of state statutes and regulations were completed.

Also, work was begun on the state pro~iles with a preliminary profile completed

for Hawaii.

In other activities, project staff worked with DOE/DGE regional personnel in

developing regional plans, presented a paper "State Incentives for Geothermal Develop

ment" at the Geothermal Resources Council Special Short Course on "Geothermal Energy:

A National Opportunity (the Federal Impact)"; and. attended the Annual Meetings of the

National Conference of State Legislatures and the Geothermal Resources Council.
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III. ACTIVITIES

A. STATE ACTIVITIES

During the second quarter, efforts concentrated on initiating project

activities in the states. There were seven major areas of activity:

--Selection of project states,
--Acceptance of project participation,
--Development of work plans,
--Executive agency contacts,
--State meetings,
--Workshop planning, and
--Summary of state activities.

1. Selection of Project States

Six states were selected to participate in the project during the second

quarter of project activity. They are

--Delaware
--Hawaii
--New Mexico
--Oregon
--Utah
--Virginia

The selection process leading up to these choices consisted of three

steps:

a. Consultation with U.S. Department of Energy, Division of Geothermal

Energy

Regional managers of U.S. DOE/DGE were asked to prioritize the states

in th~ir region for project participation based on the following criteria:

--The presence of significant legal and institutional problems that
'need to be addressed; and

--The potential for development of geothermal resources.

4



Using the initial responses obtained from the states as a guide

(see First Quarterly Report), the following states were recommended \..,....,

for project involvement by the regional managers:

Eastern
New Jersey
North Carolina
Virginia

Rocky Mountain Basin and Range
Idaho
New Mexico
Utah

Pacific
Hawaii
Oregon

b. Delineation of Legal and Institutional Problems

To obtain more information on legal and institutional problems in

the states, executive agency personnel responsible for overseeing geo-

thermal activities were contacted. Table I shows the areas identified

for potential project involvement.

c. Presentations in Potential Project States

In three potential project states, project staff addressed legisla-

tive committees which have jurisdiction over project activities:

--Oregon Interim Task Force on Energy Conservation and Planning,
May 10, 1978,

--New Mexico Interim Committee on Natural Resources, May 31, 1978, and

--Georgia Legislative Services Committee, June. 29" 1978,

The purpose of the presentations, which were made at the request of the

states, was to inform the committees about the project, and to obtain a

clearer indication of the interest of key committee members in working

with the project.
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TABU! I

A I'REI.JHINARY GIIIIlE 1"0

LF.GAI. ANO INSTlTIITIO""'. PRORLF.HS IN WEf,1'F.RN ANn r.UU l:F.1rl'llt:RI1AI. STAn:s

" c

IIEW HEXlCO
I. Geothermal fluids arust be appropriated (water rights)
2. No I Ilcentlves for geotherll91 I'roductfon

ALASKA
1.
2.

ARIZONA
1.
2.

3.
4.

Lal"k of lnl"entlves for' geotherllllli
Uncertain water law Interface

Unsettled re..ourcedeflnitlon (..Ineral or sill Ilenerle)
Uncertain effect of geother_l exelllption fro.. sUte water lawlI (r.onditloned
on non-in,palnnent of sllrface and groundwater sOllrces--llJ this a rebuttllble
preauml't 10n1)
Uncertain I_psct of FICO litigation
I.caRing rulell underg~r.;ii revision

NEVAnA
1.
2.
3.
4.

!.easlng regulatious tn process
Tax study lu process
(Jcothel1llal fluid produ"tlon requires water right
GeotherMaJ resources III surface estate' (public domain)
(What wUI i.pact of Ullton Oil be. especially sfnce less
is state land. snd 99%Of KGRAs are on federal land?)

than 1% of Nevada

l.oUISIANA
1. Unc..rtalll legal status' ( ..In.. ra1. suI generls). (Ownership analyRls peculiar

to 1.11 due to civil law sYRte",)
2. 110 /leathern",] leaatng rell"lnt.!ons
3. Production reRu1ationa In proeess
',. 110 I ncent I veA
5. IIllt geopres9uredreservol rs be developed priMarily for .... thane?

(What will royalty structure he? taxes?)

1. No Rf'ot.he(lllal statute
2. r.eothern.~l Hulda mn'lt be sppropriated
3. No incentives
4. EnvlrOtnnental regulations untler review

WASil TNGTON
I. No Ret' thermal leash'R regulations
2. II" Reotherllal pro.luctfon regulations
3. (Iwnerohll' um,ertllin

COIJlIlAllO
1.

2.
3.

4.

HAWAII
1.
2.
3.

IDAIIO
1.

2.

J.

".
5.

MI)fl'!'ANA
1.
2.
3.

Unl"ertalnty over practical al,plication of statutes and r"Rulations
(first test well being drilled June, 1918)
UncertaInty over bonding requlrementa
Water law Illpact "nelear (Geotherlll81 developers can't appropriate any produced
water without approval of surfaee owner; all water laws arll sppHeable)
Lack of prodnction lneentlves for. geothel"&'ll

t'ull I_pact review. (IUS) required for geother18al exploration
IIew (1978) statutes and regulations, praedcal appUeatlon uneertaln
oWnership of the resource

h.paet of Ilew lealle regulations (all land In section .."st be leased, only
one sectiun per lease)
Power generatlun not recognized as a beneficial use of water (If eonsu..ptl~e
water rights r"'1u1red)
C..oth.. r .... l operAtors being ssked to detllOnstrate that Raft IUver geother"",I
horizon Is s ..parate fro.. crl ttcllI Ilroundwat..r Aqul f .. r
If space heating well Is less than 1000'. water rlllhtR ["'lulre,1
110 Incentives fnr I(eothermal ptodurUon

!.and Department ....phasis on coal leaAlnl(
AJJ bld,Uog ts Coml'l'tltlve (exl'lorlltion Is th"" dlscourag"d without If'""e)
l:eolhenllBI fluId production re'luires wlltpr rIght

OREr.oN
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

'rV.llAS
1.
2.
3.

It.

Ul'AIl

WYOIIIIII:
l.
2.
3.

Dillision of Authority (Jess th..n 2000' and 2500 under DepartMent of Water
Resources. otherwise under Department of Geology & Hlnera1 Industries)
Statute declar".. geothermal resources to be Rurface eatate (illp".ct of .!Ln.!cm
OU)
Un~lear deHnitlon (water...Ineral, sui generis)
DepartMent of Water Resources considers that all geothermal fluid should acquire
water right
Reinjection _ay be required to preserve priority (waste disposal under task
force ronaidl'ratfon)
Any surface water appropriated for rechargewUI be junior tu subsequent fll tngs
Energy Facility SitlnR Council has no guidelines for perMitting geothermal
faciUties

No specfflegeotherMa1 leasing regulations (Urat test well drUled ,Iune. (978)
Resource category and ownership unclear .
He thane is defined as part of the resource; however, exisUng 011 and Ras I .."ses
probahly Include ....thane. and may Include hellt aud pressure as well.
Water Jaw Int.erface unclear

No Rpeciflr lleothermal pro.luctlon reRulations
t:eotherlltal reBource is water. laUfit be 3PI)ropr Jated
No J'nc(!nllves

6

*'J'hPNe l'rohlt'mR Wt're IdentltJ~(1 hy ex ..'cut-jyE" Agen('y per9(lnn(~1 In the otntt's. The infnrnmllon
WIIS olnaln,'" /III J,art. of a survey to up""te st.ate statutes lind r""ulatlnns affecting gentherll~~1

drveillpm"nt.

---------_._------------------------_.._---_.•....••.._...--_. __.__._----



In Oregon, in addition to the presentation before the full committee,

discussions were held with the chairman and vice-chairman of the Interim ~i

Task Force on Energy Conservation and Planning, the chairmen of the Senate

and House Energy Committees, the staff director of the Energy Task Force

and the Legislative Council's office. Contacts also were made with per

sonnel from the Oregon Department of Energy and Department of Geology

and Mineral Industries to obtain their views on current or potential problem

areas for geothermal development that the project might address. As a

result of these discussions, a tentative commitment was obtained from

the key legislators to work with the project, negotiations were begun

on a tentative work plan, and a list of persons was developed who should

be contacted for involvement in the project.

In New Mexico, the project presentation followed a series of meetings

with legislative staff and key members of the interim committee. Results

of the meetings were (a) obtaining a unanimously adopted motion by the

committee requesting that New Mexico be chosen as a project state, (b)

~eginning work on a tentative work plan, and (c) obtaining a time slot

on the July meeting agenda to develop a specific work plan including

areas in which the project will concentrate and a timetable for key actions.

In Georgia, a presentation was made to the Legislative Services Com

mittee which approves legislative activities during the interim period.

The committee unanimously approved Georgia's participation in the project

b.eginning in 1979.

2. Acceptance of Project Participation

Following the selection of project states, letters of invitation were

sent to the designated key contact persons in the states (see Appendix A).

'-" -
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The letter requested two actions on the part of the state legislature as

initial steps toward beginning project activities in the state:

a. Complete a work plan outlining work tasks, the organization that

will assume the lead responsibility for each task and a timetable that

schedules project efforts in conjunction with preparation for 1979

legislative sessions; and

b. Obtain a letter from the legislative leadership indicating their

acceptance of the project's offer to work with the state.

In negotiations between project staff and key contact persons, agreement

was reached in all six states and a tentative work plan discussed for each

state. A letter was received from the Senate President and ,Speaker of the

Hawaii Legislature indicating their formal acceptance of the project.

3. Development of Work Plans

a. Outline

It was decided that there will be two work plans for each state:

--A general plan~which outlines responsibilities of the NCSL
project and the individual states plus a timetable outlining
when major. actions will take place, 'and

--A state specific plan that details the subject areas covered
by the policy study, how the state will carry out its tasks
and a timetable for actions.

A draft of the general work plan was developed~ The plan indicates

seven major.~ork areas and designates the lead responsibility for each

task. Also, the plan calls for a time deadline for completion of each

work task (see Appendix B) •

. b•. State Work Plans

General work plans were approved for New Mexico and Hawaii (see

Appendices C & D). In addition, negotiations continued with the other

8



project states to set the deadlines called for in the work plan.

Meetings with key contact persons to develop work plans were held in \-.i'

Delaware, Hawaii and Utah.

4. Executive Agency Contacts

Table II shows the contacts made with executive agency personnel who

have jurisdiction over geothermal activities in their state. This list

of contacts, developed as part of the project's review of state statutes

and regulations, will be utilized extensively as the project begins acti-

vities in project states.

5. State Meetings

a. New Mexico

Project activities were initiated in New Mexico with a presentation

on July 13, 1978, before the Interim Committee on Natural Resources. Dis-

cussion centered on three areas:

--An overview of geothermal resources in the state (the resource,
research and develqpment programs, leasing and exploration status
and commercialization potential);

--A tentative list of problem areas in geothermal development to
be used in developing an agenda for the policy study (see Appendix
E); and

--A proposed work plan for New Mexico's participation in the project.

b. Hawaii

Three meetings were held in Hawaii in preparation for the August 2

workshop:

--July 27 - met with Native Hawaiians to discuss their concerns
over geothermal development and, in particular, their demands
for input into the planning process at the local and state levels and
for some type of indemnity when the resource reaches the develop
ment stage;

9
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S'I'A"!! EXF.CU,'(VK At:I!NCY I'EIlSONNI!I. OVERSEIUNll(:I!IYI'IIEkllAl. Al:l'IVl'I'lt:S

Al.ASKA ,
Bob Raker. Depart_nt of Viull' (la."
E,I 110""0. Iltvll1Jun of l...nda.Duporl.ent of Nalural Reaources
1I0yJ.. 1I0..llton. Ulvtaion of OJI , Gil... Depart."nt of Natural R..aource..
1I0llald K. tlal·klu. Dtv1alon of Energy' PoweJ' D..velo,""cnt
CJari"..a Quinlan. Energy Office
110..11 Scllaff. Ilivt.lton of C",,108Y and Ceophystcal Survey

AUlONA
W. E. Allen. OU , Gas Collaervatlon eo-Jallton
A. K. Ooas. I.and Dupan.ent
Broce Scott. Iltvillion of Environacnt

CALlI'ORNIA
NancY AUJ'tcla. Energy Co_Isliton
Rus..ull Dupree. offJc.. of NoJau Control
Olck roruut..r. D"parl.ent of Flab and Ga...
AJ .'unk. Water Ilellourc.. Control lIoard
Bob Glacosie. Energy eom..tssion
I'rlsctlla Crew. DepartMent of Conuervatton
O. L. Uoagland. Slate l.nnda co_tsllton
Hary Jadtker. "ake County Energy Counctl
NeB tloyer. Atr R"sollrees Board
ROll Nlc',ols. Enurl!y Co_issIon
D"'lIIls OI.slead. DivtaJOll of Oil " Gas
Chock Priddy. SI'at.. Lands Division
Kathryn Toblall. Office of Planlll,,! , Researeb
Judy lIarburl!. Departllent of Wilier Relloutee.
8y<l IHUard. Ellergy COflIIIlJsuiun

<:OI.ORAIlO
tlarJIl Go"lI. lIollrd of l.and C"......sloll..ra. Depart....llt of Natural Rellources
Fr..nk Plru. OU , Ga.. Co_bsion

IIAIIA11 ,
Jameu Il"tor. lIel>8<1."nl of I.and" and Nstural Resourc.."
Dalliel L"lII. ""pdrt.."nt of Lands' Natural Resources
At N"kaj I. Coullty of lIawalt
tllke Shl ....bukuJ'o. Del'arllll""t of tUndli lind Natural Ilelloureell
Edwin Watsoll. Attorlley Gelleral'" offie..
Wa'lter lIat"o". Deparl.ent of I.alld.. , and Nalura) Reao..rcell

WIIISIANA
A"ne lIachlll8n. Inlltitute of Envirol\llenlal Studies (LSU)
Arnold Challviere. Office of COllllervalton
TOI. n..rc..ll. Profellsor of I.ow (tSU)
T. C. I.andr"•• Rellearch , Developllle"t. Departmenl of-Natural Reso"rc ..s
1111 Ua,. Scholer. Esq •• Advisor 10 the Office of Conservalion

tION'I'ANA
lIay Ilreunlngcr. Ilel'art....nl of Natural Resollrces & Conservation
Kelth Br..wn, OepaU",,"t of Nalural Resources" C..nserv.. tiun
R..ndan Hoy. E,u,rgy Office
IUle,," Shol'e. Envlro"h,,,"ul QuaHIY Councll
WWI""'CU SIroky. Waler Rights IlIvlsion
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NEVADA
Kelly Jack..on. lIel,..n.umt 01 E""rgy'
Rolaud 1I""I,,,rllard, !Hal" I~.. ter Eut,ln""r

WAllO
Al ..n Oornf.."I. ,'all Co_I".. I..n
K.m .·oyt. Waler RiK"ls Olvl"ioll. Oepartm..nt of lIal"r Re..ourcell
Dave HcI.liln. E..ergy Otticc '
Harty Honlll........y. EII"rgy OffIce
,101111 HI tchcll. Ilcl'a<l....nl of W.. ter lI"lIo..rc"..
Hr. Zarold. Ueparl...:nl of "alldll

NI!\~ Ht:XJCO
Jo..n IllalllOnd. Stat.. l.a ..,1 Of fJ,:e
Uan N..ddur. OU l:on:Jervalloll l)1vtaloll
G"org" SCUd"lIl1, EnvJ",,,,,.cntal l .... rov......nl Ag"ncy

OREGON
Kunt AlIhb"ker. Oepartment of t:llvlco,,_nt.. 1 11"al11Y
I'u.. CoIUII... La"d COllllerv.. tton& Iluvclopw"nl Co"...i ..sJon
Hargl" IIII\'£1s. Del,aCl,.ellt of IloerllY
I,arry J ....o...."k. Div"'J ..n of lIal"r R"sour""s
Ilebra J".. tuu. Oel,an..eut of t:n"rgy
Verllou Newton. IItll,artm",,1 of GeolollY , .Uu"ral' l"dllllirieu
L..ollard WUker ..ou. Dlvlllion of Slate Lauds

TEXAS
Al Askew. Govurnor'" Euergy Office
Myron [)orfu,a". C"nter for E""rllY StudJ"... U,dv"rllJ ty of Texau
Jack nibberso". tand Offtc~
A. W. Ov"rb"ck. C"ul.,r I'or Energy Siudies. U"tvenl1ly of Texas
Hel ,Wad"r. Il1vblon of 011 , Gall

UTAH
H..n,ln Ha,,"'I. W.. I"r "ud 1'01l ..llou Cooleo). Bur".... of EuvJrllllJ••mtal lI"ahll
Bub .lo'rg..". Dlvl .. lou of Warel' Hightll
Chau"cey Pow'la. E"vlro,..ciltal Coordillalor. Gov"r"or'lI office
O..""ld I'rtnc". Uhiulo" oC La",I..
I.ynu 11,alcll..r. Envi ro",",,"1 ..1 I",allh Seevlcu Bra"d,
Wayne ·n,oma.. , Wuter aud 1'011 lit lou Control. lIur".. u of E"viron.,,:nlal lIeahh

IIASIJI N(:l'uN
(Ju .....4-)n IUOOlU1,Utt6t. I)epul'llllcnt of Ndlurul Ncuourccl:J
Sieve CraIg. Slate l!..e"l!y lIfflcc
Vdughn I.Jvlngtilun, Oivhdun or t;coloKY and l!arLh It~t:lIourcctj

E,-Jc Schutitt:f", UcpCCCCBlelit tit Ndlura' R~doun:C::i

WYOMING
Il"r .. ie O"lley. O"••arU'''''1 lIf t:nvlrunmcllwl l/llallty
Mrs. 1I"""en. State Board of ...."dll
lIiehard Stockd"I". Slate ~nllln.... r·" OlfJce



--July 27 - met with officials of the County of Hawaii to seek
their input into the project and to learn more about their
views on the repercussions of geothermal development on the \.j
Big Island; and

--August 1 - met with key legislative contact persons to brief
them on the project goals and objectives, to review current and
future federal geothermal programs affecting Hawaii and geothermal
activities at the state level, and to draw up a general work plan
for the Hawaii Legislature's participation in the project. Attend
ing this meeting were the chairman of the Senate Energy and Natural
Resources Committee, a state representative, the consultant to the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, the director and
staff assistant for energy of the Legislative Reference Bureau,
the director of the Department of Planning and Economic Development,
the Pacific Region manager of DOE/DGE, and the DOE Hawaii liaison
officer.

6. Workshop Planning

In addition to the state meetings held during the second quarter, work-

shops for two states--Hawaii and Utah--were planned. This work consisted of:

a. Developing an agenda,
b. Recruiting resource persons,
c. Developing state profiles and other workshop materials,
d. Contacting attendees, and
e. Overall meeting coordination.

7. Summary of State Activities

Table III summarizes the key state activities that took place during

the second quarter with the goal of beginning project activities in the

project states.

B. PUBLICITY

1. News Release

A news release announcing the selection of project states was sent to

national news wire services, energy publications and statehouse news services.

The news release was also sent to state contacts for their use in introducing

the project in their respective states (see Appendix F).

'-I -
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u TABLE III

St,}~lARY OF KEY STATE ACTIVITIES

IntroQuctory Presentation
Before Legislative
Committee

lfeeting ;rith i<ey
S ta te Contac t
Persons

Development of
General Work
Plan

Initial Workshop
Planned

Delaware x (Jul 6)

Georgia :( (Jun 29)

Hawaii x (Jul 31) x

Oregon x (May 10)

~ew l1:e.'cico 1t (~lay 31) x
It (Jul 13)

Utah x (Jun 27)

Virginia

12

It (Oct)

x (Aug 2)

x (Oct)

x (Sep 15)

x (Aug 30)

x (Oct)



2. News Activity

In news activity, an article appeared in several Oregon newspapers con- ~i

cerning the participation of the Oregon Legislature in the NCSL Geothermal

Policy Project. The article resulted from an interview with project staff

during a previous visit to the State Capitol (see Appendix G).

3. Energy Report to the States

Project staff wrote the lead article; "Geothermal Resources Ease Energy

Woes," for the July 7 edition of Energy Report to the States, the biweekly

report of the Energy Policy Project of the National Conference of State Legis

latures. The report, with a mailing list of 1,500 persons, is distributed

primarily to state legislative and executive officials (see Appendix H).

C. DEVELOPMENT OF PROJECT MATERIALS

1. Pamphlet

The project pamphlet was completed and printed (see Appendix I).

2. Packet of Background Material

a. Issue Paper

A final draft of the Issue Paper was developed and distributed to a

comprehensive list of persons involved in geothermal development requesting

their comments· or suggestions regarding the paper's format and substance

(see Appendix J).

To complete the final draft, project staff devoted considerable time

to analyzing the content and format of the paper to encourage utilization

by its primary target audience of legislators and legislative staff. In

terms of content, special attention was paid to tensions in the area of

state/federal jurisdiction over utility regulatory issues such as access

13



u
to transmission systems and rate regulation. Contact was made with

the following persons to clarify respective responsibilities:

--George Handley, DOE!FERC, San Francisco
--Bill Wheelock, DOE!FERC, Office of Electric Power Regulation,

Washington, D.C.
--Wade Sewell, DOE!FERC, Office of Policy Development, Washington, D.C.
--Bernard Cromes and Dan O'Sullivan, DOE!FERC, Office of General

Counsel, Washington, D.C.
--Don Steger, California Public Utilities Commission
--Joe Aidlin, Vice President &General Counsel, Magma Power Company
--Lawrence Kapiloff, California Assemblyman
--Coulter Stewart, Consultant, Assembly Subcommittee on Energy
--Jack McNamara, USC Law Center

In terms of format, graphic diagrams were designed to clarify the

structure of the paper by highlighting the major subjects covered in each

issue area. Also, work was begun on a decision flow-chart that will repre-

sent graphically the alternative paths that can be followed in. considering

geothermal legislation and the consequences that flow from making a particu-

lar decision.

b. Outline of Study Areas

The project proposal indicates that the basic document in the packet

of background material, State Policies for Geothermal Development, will be

supplemented by an expanded analysis of certain areas important to the

project's goal of encouraging geothermal development in the states. It

was decided that initial research efforts will be concentrated in five

areas:

--Direct use applications,
---Environmental protection,

--Incentives,
--Utility regulations, and-
--Water rights.

14



To guide the research, an outline of the major issue areas was developed

(see Appendix K). Also, staff assignments were made for lead responsi- V

bility in collecting material, writing summaries, etc. Research in the

areas was begun.

c. Review of State Statutes and Regulations

The review of state statutes and regulations was completed through

the following activities:

--Completion of the telephone survey of executive officials,
--Compilation of information on state summary sheets,
--Incorporation of the material into state files, and
--Updating of charts and tables on state legislation and regulations

in State Policies for Geothermal Development. (See "State Geothermal
Laws and Regulations" in First Quarterly Report~}

d. Bibliography

In preparation for further research and as a first step in preparing a

bibliography for the packet, project staff began developing a bibliography

(annotated where necessary) of material currently available in project files.

This bibliography will be used as a starting point in developing a compre-

hensive library of reference materials by identifying areas where more

information is needed and by beginning to critique the studies and reports

available.

3. State Profiles

Development of state profiles for project states was begun. Initial

efforts concentrated on collecting existing reports from DOE/DGE-sponsored

operations research and resource assessment studies.

A preliminary state profile for Hawaii was developed for use in the August

workshop (see Appendix L) with major sections concerning

a. Resource potential,
b. Resource applications,
c. State laws and regulations, and
d. Policy concerns.

Also, draft profiles were developed for Utah and New Mexico.

15
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4. Legal Research

a. Enabling Act Issue

An early decision in the FICO litigation in Arizona (FICO v. Pima

Mining Co~, 523 P.2d 487(1974» held that a lease issued by the State

Land Department for water production was invalid under the Arizona Enabling

Act (Section 28) and Constitution. This provision requires that state

lands granted at statehood must be sold at public auction through com-

petitivebidding. This stricture also applies to "products of land"

including water. Research was undertaken to determine the possible

effect of t~is decision on geothermal development in other states such as

New Mexico which operates under an identical stricture in its Enabling

Act.

b. Reasonable Use Doctrine

The major decision in the !!£Q. litigation (FICO v. Bettwy, 558

P.2d 14(1976» af~irmed the doctrine of "reasonable use" for groundwater

withdrawals in Arizona. This rule allows unrestrained production so long

as the groundwater is used to benefit the drilling parcel. It prohibits

transport of groundwater off the drilling parcel if such activity injures

other users of the commo,n supply. Where geothermal fluids are designated

as groundwater, this legal dO,c,trine: may have considerable impact on resource

allocation and marketing. '.

c. Case Files

, A ,card file is, being maintained of pertinent judicial decisions. The

case holdings were abstracted.and shepherdized.for later .citations and

revisions.

16
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D. LIAISON ACTIVITIES

1. u.S. Department of Energy, Division of Geothermal Energy

Particular attention was paid during the second quarter to the develop-

\..../

ment of regional plans of the U.S. Department of Energy, Division of Geothermal

Energy. Project staff participated in four activities geared toward assuring

. that the activities of the NCSL Geothermal Policy Project are closely coordi-

nated with the policy development components of the DOE/DGE regional plans:

a. Attended the quarterly meeting of the Southwest Operations Research
(New Mexico Energy Institute) Advisory Committee where the OR state
team activities were reviewed (Las Cruces, NM - June 1, 1978);

b. Participated in a planning session of the Pacific Region team and
state OR contractors (Sacramento, CA - June 21, 1978);

c. Monitored the presentation of the Rocky Mountain Basin and Range
Region Plan to key regional public and private officials (Salt Lake
City - June 28, 1978); and

d. Participated in numerous formal and informal meetings during the
Annual Meeting of the Geothermal Resources Council on development
of regional plans for the Pacific and Rocky Mountain Basin and Range
Regions (Hilo, HI - July 25-28,1978).

2. United Indian Planners Association

Project staff met on several occasions with UIPA staff to discuss inter-

action between the NCSL and UIPA geothermal projects. Also, Kenneth Wonstolen,

Research Associate, assumed lead responsibility for NCSL for coordinating

activities between the two projects and for developing in-house expertise on

Native American issues affecting geothermal development in the states.

E. PROFESSIONAL PAPERS

Project staff served as faculty for the Geothermal Resources Council Special

Short Course No.7 "Geothermal Energy: A National Opportunity (The Federal Impact),"

17



Washington, D.C. - May 17-18, 1978. The presentation--"State Incentives for

\-,.i Geothermal Development"--discussed the state role in geothermal development and

highlighted recent policy initiatives taken by states to address problem areas

(see Appendix M).

F. CONFERENCES

Project staff attended three conferences during the second quarter:

1. Annual Meeting of the National Conference of State Legislatures 
Denver, Colorado - July 5-8, 1978;

2. Annual Meeting of the Geothermal Resources Council - Hilo, Hawaii 
July 25-28, 1978; and

3. American Legal Institute/American Bar Association's Energy and the
Law Symposium - Boulder, Colorado - July 10-14, 1978.

During these meetings, project staff made contact with key public and private

officials to. seek their assistance in project activities and attended numerous

substantive sessions on issues relating to geothermal energy.

G. MISCELLANEOUS

Project staff reviewed many documents from the perspective of the state role

in geothermal development. These included the Battelle Institute's report "Legal

and Regulatory Aspects of Liquid Waste Disposal from Geothermal Installations;"

the DOE/DGE Rocky<Mountain Basin and Range Region's Work Breakdown Structure;

and a paper on federal and state laws affecting geothermal development in the

State of Alaska.

Also, a potential candidate for the position of project evaluator was contacted

and preliminary discussions held concerning the evaluation requirements for the

project.

Finally, a proposal was written and submitted to DOE/DGEto add personnel for

additional work in the Eastern Region. The proposal addresses the need to begin

policy development in all states of the Atlantic Coastal Plain as quickly as possible

to insure the orderly and efficient development of geothermal resources in the region.

18



IV. VARIANCES OR PROBLEMS

One potential problem area has been identified: the effect the project's late

start will have on achieving first year objectives. The project proposal, which

calls for working with six primary target states, was designed around the assumption

that the project would begin in October, 1977. The intended startup time allowed

for a three-month preparatory period during which background materials were to be

compiled and initial conta~ts made prior to the beginning of the legislative sessions.

This approach would have allowed the project to begin actual work in the states during

the crucial time when legislatures are in session (January to April).

The major effect of the project's late start in general terms is to reduce the

scope of the policy review undertaken in project states. Although the project proposal

calls for a comprehensive review of state policies affecting geothermal development,

the limited amount of time in which the policy reviews can be undertaken in the

project's first year has necessitated a prioritization of issues. Policy reviews

will focus on only the most important areas of concern. It is anticipated that be-

cause of this limitation, policy reviews in current project states will have to be

extended into the project's second year.
,

The specific effect of this problem in terms of exact areas to be included in

policy reviews will be reported when specific work plans are developed for the six

project states.

'-) .
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V. PLANS FOR FUTURE REPORTING PERIODS

\.J During the next months, the project will concentrate on holding initial·workshops

in project states. These workshops will be designed to introduce the project to the

appropriate legislative committees and to set agendas for the policy studies to be

undertaken. Particular emphasis will be placed on determining the parameters of

the study by delineating the exact areas that need to be addressed and by priori

tizing these issue areas.

Following the workshops and development of study agendas, the project will

turn its attention to the more substantive· aspect of the project--the policy reviews

that will.be undertaken in each project state. Project staff will then work in

close cooperation with the states to set forth for the legislative committees the

alternatives they may consider in recommending state actions to encourage geothermal

deve10pment.
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VI. ASSESSMENT OF PROSPECTS FOR FUTURE PROGRESS

The prospects for future progress continue to look bright. The project, during

its second quarter of activity, began actual involvement in the states; and the

reception to th~ project by persons in both the legislative and executive branches

of all project states was very positive. The level of cooperation and the interest

of all members of the geothermal community in the states--both public and private

officia1s--has been high.
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Headquarters
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J405
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Street
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Denver.
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80202

June 9, 1978

President
Fred E. Anderson
President of the Senate
Colorado

Executive Director
Earl S. Mackey

Senator T. C. Yim, Chairman
Committee on Energy and Natural Resources
State Capitol
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear Senator Yim:

I am pleased to inform you that Hawaii has been chosen as a project state
in the Natioua1 Conference of State Legislature's Geothermal Policy Project. This
designation means that the Hawaii Legislature and NCSL will be working together
over the next year in a comprehensive policy review of state laws and regulations
affecting geothermal development in the state. The goal of this effort is to estab
lish a legal and regulatory climate in Hawaii that encourages development of geo
thermal resources while at the same time protects the state's interest in its
natural resources.

A first step toward reaching this goal is the development of a general work plan.
Enclosed is a tentative plan that outlines work tasks, the organization that will
assume the lead responsibility for each task and a timetable that should be used to
make sure we schedule our efforts in preparation for Hawaii's 1979 legislative session.

We would appreciate you completing the work plan by assigning time deadlines to
the various tasks. . To help in this regard, I might point out that Task III includes
the development of a state-specific work plan as part of an initial legislative work
shop. At this t~e, we can outline in more definitive terms the exact steps that
will be taken in Hawaii to develop legislative recommendations. Also, all project
activities do not have to be completed by the beginning of the 1979 session if the
legislature wishes to continue study and drafting after the session begins.

Finally, with submission of the work plan, we would like to have a letter from
your leadership indicating the Bawaii Legislature's acceptance of our offer to work
with you as a project state. This letter should indicate their support of the pro
ject's work with the Committee on Energy and Natural Resources during the upcoming
months.

While awaiting these documents from you, we are beginning to develop your state
profile and working on the background material that will be needed in the policy .



Senator T. C. Yim -2';" June 9, 1978

review process. Thank you again for your interest in the project, and we look
forward to.working with you.

,,'

RCH:gp
Enc.

cc: Senate President John T. Ushijima
Speaker James H. Wakatsuki
Representative Benjamin J. Cayetano

Sincerely,

Q~ HtX~
Rutherford C. Harris
Director
Geothermal Policy Project
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATL~S

GEOTHE&~ POLICY PROJECT

WORK PLAN: _

I. "State Profile"

TASKS
LEAD

RESPONSIBILITY
TIME

DEADLINE

• Provide information (state specific) on:
--location and character of resource
--potential applications and benefits
--leading policy concerns

II. "Packet of Background Information"

• Provide information (general) on:
--nature of geothermal resources
--development opportunities
--state laws and regulations
--policy issues such as water laws
--possible state incentives (utility regu-

lations, marketing, tax policies,
securities regulations, etc.)

III. Initial Workshop

• Introduce project
• Outline possible study areas
• Determine objectives and work plan (including

committee hearings, staff study, etc.)

IV. Policy Review

• Carry out work tasks as outlined at initial workshop
• Provide technical assistance as requested

(examples: analyzing policy alternatives,
describing action taken in other states,
identifying important studies & expert
witnesses, holding additional workshops!
meetings, etc.

V. Legislative Recommendations

• Draft legislation
• Introduce legislation

VI. Consideration of legislation

• Technical assistance as requested

- VII. Follow-up Assistance

• Determine need for further assistance
• Begin Step III again

NCSL

NCSL

NCSL
NCSL
State

State
NCSL

State
State

NCSL

State
NCSL



·~I. MISCELLANEOUS

A. National Laboratories - establish on-going relationship between state programs

and efforts of. Sandia Laboratories and Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (joint

ventures for demonstration projects, etc.)

B. Research and Development Funds - move existing state-supported programs from

study efforts to more activist roles in developing geothermal energy; provide

funding to make state eligible for federal matching fund programs.

C. Indian Land - study appropriate relationship between Indian tribes and the

state in terms of development of geothermal energy.



APPENDIX C
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

GEOTHE&~ POLICY PROJECT

WORK PLAN: New Mexico

TASKS

I. "Sta te Profile"

.
• Provide information (state specific) on;

--location and character of resource
--potential applications and benefits
--leading policy concerns

II.. "Packet of Background tnformation"

• Provide information (general) on:
--nature of geothermal resources
--development opportunities
--state laws and regulations
--policy issues such as water laws
--possible state incentives (utility regu-

lations, marketing, tax policies,
securities regulations, etc.)

III. Initial Workshop

• Introduce project
• Outline possible study areas
• Determine objectives and work plan (including

committee hearings, staff study, etc.)

IV. Policy Review

LEAD
RESPONSIBILITY

NCSL

NCSL

NCSL
NCSL
State

TIME
DEADLINE

Sept. 15, 1978

Oct. 1, 1978

Sept. 15, 1978

Nov. 1978

• Carry out work tasks as outlined at initial workshop
• Provide technical assistance as ~equested

(examples: analyzing policy alternatives,
describing action taken in other states,
identifying important studies & expert
witnesses, holding additional workshops/
meetings, etc:

v. Legislative Recommendations

• Draft legislation
• Introduce legislation

VI. Consideration of legislation

• Technical assistance as requested

VII. Follow-up Assistance

State
NCSL

State
State

NCSL

Dec. 1978

Jan. - Apr. 19

-u •
•

Determine need for further assistance
Beg~n Step III again

State
NCSL

Apr. 1979
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES

GEOTHE&~ POLICY PROJECT

WORK PLAN:__H_a_w.;..a_i...,;i..:...- _

u
I. "State Profile"

TASKS
LEAD

RESPONSIBILITY
TIME

DEADLINE

8/2/78

• Provide information (state specific) on;
--location and character of resource
--potential applications and benefits
--leading policy concerns

II. "Packet of Background Infonnation"

• Provide information (general) on:
--nature of geothermal resources
--development opportunities
--state laws and regulations
--policy issues such as water laws
--possible state incentives (utility regu-

lations, marketing, tax policies,
securities regulations, etc.)

:11. Initial Workshop

• Introduce project
• Outline possible study areas
• Determine objectives and work plan (including

committee hearings, staff study, etc.)

IV. Policy Review

• Carry out work tasks as outlined at initial workshop
• Provide technical assistance as requested

(examples: analyzing policy alternatives,
describing action taken in other states,
identifying important studies & expert
witnesses, holding additional workshops/
meetings, etc.

V. Legislative Recommendations

• Draft legislation
• Introduce legislation

VI. Consideration of legislation

• Technical assistance as requested

VII. Follow-up Assistance

• Determine need for further assistance
. \..J • Begin Step III again

NCSL

NCSL

NCSL
NCSL
State

State
NCSL

State
State

NCSL

State
NCSL

8/2/78

11/1/78
1/1/79

1/1/79
1/15/79

1/15 to 4/15/79

4/15/79



APPENDIX E

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STA'l'E LEGISLA'l'URES
GEOTHERMAL POLICY PROJECT

u
Problem Areas in Geothermal Development

in New Mexico

Impediments to the development of New' Mexico I S geothermal resources occur. in
several areas of direct legislative concern. The following preliminary list
has been compiled from suggestions by various public officials' and representatives
of the geothermal industry. .

.!he list w1l.l be used to initiate project activities in New Mexico and to develop
an agenda for policy study between the IntertM Committee on Natural Resources
and the NCSL Geothermal Policy Project.

I. RESOURCE CHARACTERIZATION

A.· Definition - clarify the legal status of geothermal in relationship to

established resource categories. :

B. Ownership - clarify ownership rights.

C. Water rights - clarify requirements of geothermal development vis-a-vis

established water rights.

II. RESOURCE ACCESS··

A. Lenli!:th of lease- determ.ineappropriate length that balances public and

private interests in geothermalt:esources development.

B. Acreage limitations - determine minimum and maximum acreage l1mits.to

correspond to· the needs .0£ geothermal development •.

C•. Dela.ys ~: determine ways to overcome unnecessary del2,Ys_ i.n moving from lease

application to energy production (standardized regulatory.procedures, time limits

ona.dministrative actions, etc.)
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III. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW

A. Obstacles - determine ways to overcome unnecessary obstacles to development

while protecting legitimate environmental concerns (differentiating exploration

and development phases, designating a lead agency to coordinate regulatory acti-

vities, etc.)

IV. DIRECT USE APPLICATIONS

A. State Support - encourage development of space heating and other non-electric

uses of geothermal (demonstration projects, life-cycle analysis, tax exemptions,

financial and planning assistance for community and small business projects, etc.)

B. Market Structure - decide on utility status of geothermal heat facilities

(formation of heating districts, zoning for geothermal operations, etc.)

C. Regulatory Requirements - differentiate requirements and procedures suitable

for high-temperature geothermal resources but unnecessary for development of

lower temperature reservoirs.

V. INCENTIVES

A. Income "Tax Treatment - equalize geothermal's position vis-a-vis other energy

fuels (depletion allowance, deductions for current expenses, etc.)

B. Property Taxes - reduce burden (deferral from ad valorem assessment until

commercial production begins, exemption on non-productive tracts, well-head

production assessment in lieu of ad valorem, etc.)

C4 Utili.ty Confidence - increase attractiveness of geothermal investments

(exemptions from utility regulation, transmission access, higher rate of

return, etc.)

D. Retrofit Incentive - encourage retrofitting of existing buildings, equipment

or processes to utilize geothermal energy. I. .'
~/
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 29. 1978

National Conference of
State Legislatures

CONTACT: Dan Pilcher
(303) 623-6600

or
Judy Heffner
(202) 624-5435

;

STATES TO PARTICIPATE IN GEOTHER~AL PROJECT

Six states have been selected to participate in a unique project which

will identify and help resolve legal and institutional problems hamoering

the production an~ use of geothermal energy, the National Conference of State

Legislatures announced today.

The states--Delaware. Hawaii. New Mexico. Oregon. Utah and Virginia--were

chosen as the initial participants in the multiye3r project which will work

eventually with all states that have the potential for geothermal development.

The project's goal is to assist states in establishing a legislative and

regulatory climate that encourages efficient development of geothermal energy

while protecting 'the state's interests in its natural resources.

A comprehensive policy review .process will survey areas of state involvement

in geothermal energy development. This is necessary because the geothermal

industry is hindered by unsuitable provisions in state and federal leases, imor~per

applications of state water laws. and ambiguous or discriminatory tax statutes.

Some states. for example, .have not enacted legislation to regulate the development
.....

of geothermal resources.

A number of policy issues must be examined if the benefits of geothermal

energy are to be fully realized. These include prompt access and secure rights

to the geothermal resource. efficient regulatory procedures. equitable tax

treatment and investment oPPortunities,and an adequate market to recover the

high costs of development,

-more-

~.,u,n
!E3ri S. Mackey/Executive Oirector

HeadQuarters:
Steve Millard
1405 Curtis Street 23rd Floor
Oenver. Colorado 80202
Phone: 303/623·6600

Judy Heifner
Oirector of Puotic Affairs
444 North Caellol Street N. W. o 2nd Floor
WaShIngton. O.C. 20001
Phone: 202/524·5435
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State legislatures, in addressing these issues, will be concerned with

such questions as determination of ownership rights, geothermal resource

distribution, regulation of field development and ~roduction. location of

facilities, utility cOll1l1ission authority, taxation, and capital formation

and market expansion.

The NCSl Geothermal Energy Project will provide state legislatures with

information and assistance in cealing with these issues and policy questions.

Individual assistance will be provided at the request of a particular state.

Through workshops and informal contacts, state legislatures will be assisted

in analyzing policy alternatives. Significant research studies, expert

witnesses and concerned parties available for assistance will be identified.

To insure that policy reviews are thorough and complete. the project

will engage expert consultants and other parties concerned with geothermal

energy develooment. Participating in the multifaceted effort will be state

legislators and legislative staff; state and local officials; geothermal

developers, utilities and other interested parties; consultants from public

and private research institutions~ and representatives of the Division of

ueothermal Energy, U.S. Department of Energy.

'-'I'
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Geothermal resources ease energy woes

Searching for possible ways to reduce the nation's dependence of fossil
fuels, several states are harnessing the natural heat of the earth for direct
heating and cooling and for electric generation.

Geothermal energy, found in broad belts encircling the entire planet, now
supplies about 1,500 megawatts (MW) of electric power globally from more than
a dozen geothermal areas. Equally important is the growing worldwide use of
these valuable natural resources for heating and cooling of buildings and for
agricultural and industrial processing.

Oregon is encouraging this use of geothermal energy through a loan program
for any veteran who installs a non-conventional heating or cooling system such
as a geothermal space heater in his principal residence. And several states,
including Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada and Oregon, grant property
tax exemptions or income tax credits or deductions for investments in geothermal
systems.

As an incentive for district heating, which must be authorized as a utility
supplier by the state, Oregon has given developers of geothermal heating dis
tricts the authority to contract for services, issue general obligation and
revenue bonds, levy special assessment property taxes and exercise the power
of eminent domain.

Idaho is demonstrating the new technology to consumers by "geoheating"
the state capitol, and New Mexico is requiring a life-cycle cost analysis of
alternative energy supply systems for new or renovated state buildings. This
policy establishes a mechanism for discovering when geothermal heating is
economically competitive.

At the local level, Boise, Idaho's, new system, to go into effect in 1979,
will heat two million square feet of building space, or 18 city, state' (includ
ing the state capitol), federal and private buildings, eight square blocks of
an urban renewal area and the Boise State University campus •

(continued on p. 182)
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Oregon's Institute of Technology
at Klamath Falls has been heated by
geothermal hot water since 1964, and
plans are underway to operate a geo
thermal space heating district in the
central business area of that town
covering 14 government office build
ings. Also, Ore-Ida Foods of Ontario,
Ore., is converting its plant's pro
cess heating to geothermal energy.
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A major obstacle to widespread
use of geothermal resources for elec
tric generation is the fact that major
utilities doubt the reliability of
geothermal reservoirs. Hawaii attacked
this problem by exempting private power
producers from utility regulation if
they consume the energy themselves or
if they market it to regulated electric
utilities.

California authorizes the state
Public Utilities Commission to order
utilities to interconnect with private
producers whose electricity comes from
non-conventional energy sources and
transmit their power for personal con
sumption. The legislature is consider
ing a bill to expand that authority
where resale is intended as well. That
state also allows a higher rate of re
turn for utility investments in facili
ties which use non-conventional re
sources.

Another problem results from geo
thermal developers not being granted
the tax benefits allowed other energy
industries. Arizona is trying to over
come this hindrance by giving geother-
mal developers a percentage depletion I
allowance (as for gas and oil) and
permitting current expensing of ex- .
ploration and development expenditures. \

.189
Federal report: Energy impact

assistance update. . . . .

Earl S. Mackey, Executive Director
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Development problems

Neglected policy areas also may
impede development. For example, cur
rent state geothermal regulations are
tailored principally to the production
of electricity. Policymakers have giv
en comparatively little attention to
the legal and institutional foundations
required for direct use of geothermal
resources in agriculture, aquaculture,
industrial processing and heating and
cooling of buildings. Remedies for
such policy vacuums should rank equally
with revision of poorly drafted or mis_
conceived regulations in order to en
courage geothermal development.

Many of these issues either have
not been addressed or have been resolved
by placing unnecessary barriers on de
velopment of. the resource. Current
policies largely derive from state
water laws or petroleum statutes, and
past experience with these resources
often has been misleading when applied
to geothermal development. As a result,
established policies frequently present
obstacles rather than encouragement to
the geothermal industry.

Statewide development regulations
control the geothermal industry's
methods of drilling, resourceproduc
tion and waste disposal. Development
activities are monitored to restrict
environmental degradation and help en
sure that geothermal resources are
not wasted.

State laws and regulations affect
every phase of geothermal development,
from initial exploration and financing
to final utilization and waste disposal.
Exploration and private appropriation
of the resource are governed by state
permitting requirements and statutory
definitions of geothermal resources;
state lease provisions determine the
security of a leasehold and influence
its profitability; and statewide de
velopment regulations impinge on the
economic value of resource discoveries.
State securities regulations, taxa-

. tion policies and utility regulations
also have important consequences.

The novelty of geothermal re
sources, their diverse character and
the necessity of using the energy where
it is produced pose major challenges
for developers. These factors also
create special concerns for state
legislatures.

Resource characterization and
determination of ownership rights,
leasing and resource distribution,
regulation of field development and
production, facility siting and utili
ty regulation, taxation, market ex
pansion and public acceptance all are
subject to legislative initiative._
For geothermal resources to supply
their full potential, these issues
must be settled to provide secure
rights and prompt access to the re
source, efficient regulatory proce
dures, fair tax treatment and a market
for the resource large enough to jus
tify the high cost of development.

The NCSL Geothermal Policy Project

The National Conference of State
Legislatures has undertaken, through
funding by the u.S. Department of En
ergy, a multiyear assistan~e program
to make geothermal energy a viable re
source for meeting the energy needs of
the states. The goal of the Geothermal
Policy Project is to help states estab
lish a legislative and regulatory cli
mate that encourages efficient develop
ment of geothermal energy while pro
tecting the states' interests in their
natural resources. Delaware, Hawaii,
New Mexico, Oregon, Utah and Virginia
have been selected as project partici
pants. These states were chosen on
the basis of potential for geothermal
resource development, the need for
policy review and the degree of inter
est expressed by the legislature.
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How a geothermal field is developed

Magma, the molten rock found deep in the earth, is the heat source
radiating heat energy (wavy dotted lines) through the rock above it.
Water flows into the reservoirs rock from underground sources and surface
runoff. The cool fluids are heated as they come in contact with the hot
rock and rise to circulate within the reservoir. A drilling rig penetrates
through the impermeable caprock to tap the reservoir. After drilling is
completed, the geothermal energy is piped from the well to an electrical
generating unit.

Union Oil Co.
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u.s. potential

The energy potential of geothermal
resources in the U.S. is hundreds of
times greater than current use. The
most well known manifestations of geo
thermal energy are volcanoes, hot
springs and geysers, but the resources
are more widespread than these dramat
ic displays.

Geothermal resources consist main
ly of natural heat from the earth's
interior, as well as fluids, dissolved
minerals or gas and pressure. These
diverse elements occur in a variety of
geologic settings, including hydrother
mal and geopressured reservoirs, hot
dry rock and magma chambers.

High temperature resources have
the greatest energy potential, but
lower temperature reservoirs may be
competitive economically as well. An
important consideration in geother
mal's economic outlook is the location
of the resource, since heat energy can
not readily be stored or transported
over long distances.

However, the U.S. Geological Sur
vey found that the geothermal reserves
in the western states can supply all
new electric capacity in those states
for the next two decades. This energy
-~ more than 100,000 MW -- can be gen
erated from natural steam and high
temperature geothermal fluids at prices
competitive with electricity from fos
sil and nuclear powerplants.

Likewise, a comparable potential
for electric generation is expected
from the geothermal-geopressured res
ervoirs of the Texas-Louisiana Gulf
Coast. Geopressured reservoirs also
contain large amounts of dissolved
natural gas, and if proven economical
ly competitive, this source will more
than triple present domestic natural
gas reserves.

U.S. potential for direct uses of
the earth's heat to heat and cool build
ings and for agricultural uses such as
drying crops and heating greenhouses
may exceed electric generation. Geo
thermal reservoirs suitable for direct
heating are widespread in the eastern
U.S. as well as the gulf and western
states.

State geothermal policies

Laws regulating geothermal devel
opment have been established in each of
the 15 gulf and western states and in
Maryland. The states have character
ized the resource, identified available
lands and the methods for leasing, and
provided for statewide regulation of
field development and production ac
tivities. California and New Mexico
enacted geothermal statutes in 1967,
and other states followed in the '70's,
often patterning their legislation af
ter earlier state geothermal statutes
or the federal Geothermal Steam Act
of 1970.

In most states, administrative
agencies have promulgated leasing and
development regulations to implement
the enacted legislation. Major con
cerns of state leasing regulations are:

(1) characteristics of the re
source

(2) access for exploration

(3) the manner of granting a
lease

(4) rentals and production royal
ties

(5) lease terms and adjustments

(6) efficient geothermal opera
tions.
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The project will address many ar
eas of state involvement in geothermal
development through a comprehensive
policy review process. Those will in
clude:

(1) resource definition: des
cribing the resource subject to geo
thermal policies and deciding if it
belongs to the domains of water or
mineral rights and whether it is a
public or private resource

(2) entry provisions: specifying
the manner of granting access for re
source exploration

(3) leasing provisions: speci
fying the manner of leasing and lease
obligations

(4) development regulations:
controlling well-drilling and produc
tion for purposes of safety and re
source conservation

(5) water appropriation: fixing
the applicability of state water laws
to geothermal development

(6) environmental standards:
regulating the permissible effects of
geothermal development on the environ
ment

(7) taxation: setting property,
severance, income and other special
taxes that bear importantly on geother
mal development

(8) securities regulations: ex
panding or contracting the supply of
capital available to geothermal devel
opers by rulings of the state securi
ties commissions and the federal Secu
rities and Exchange Commission

(9) utility regulations: govern
ing utility investments, power trans
mission and rate regulation

Technical assistance

As part of the policy review pro
cess, the project will provide individ
ual assistance at the request of the
participating state. Through workshops
or more informal contacts, project staff
will help in analyzing policy alterna
tives, describing legislative action
taken in other states and identifying
important studies, expert witnesses
and concerned parties available for
assistance.

For more information, contact
Rutherford Harris, project director,
or Douglas Sacarto, associate director
(303) 623-6600.



Federal support of geothermal energy

The goal of geothermal energy development at the federal level is
to stimulate development of geothermal energy as an economic, reliable
and environmentally acceptable energy source. Objectives of the federal
effort are:

Electric power capacity (GW)
Fossil fuel displaced (q/yr)
Direct Thermal Uses (q/yr)
Geopressured (q/yr)
Total Thermal Energy

1985

3-4
.2-.3
.1-.2
0-.02
.3-.5

2000

20-40
1.5-3.0

.5-2.0
2-4
4-9

Geothermal Energy Budget Estimates (in $millions)

(1) Engineering Research and Development
(2) Resource Exploration and Assessment
(3) Environmental Control and Institutional Studies
(4) Hydrothermal Technology Applications
(5) Advanced Technology Applications
(6) Utilization Experiments

TOTAL

Hydrothermal Power Plants in the Near Future

FY 78

15.5
17.6
8.1

28.1
22.5
12.0

91.8

FY 79

21.6
29.4
11.4
27.2
29.6

7.5

126.7

Roosevelt Hot Springs, Utah
East Mesa, Calif. (Magma)
Raft River, Idaho
Brawley, Calif. (Union Oil Co.)
Puna, Hawaii
Niland, Calif. (San Diego Gas &Electric)
Roosevelt Hot Springs, Utah (Rogers Engineering)
East Mesa, Calif. (Republic Oil Co.)
Advanced Raft River, Idaho
Federally-funded demonstration project

TOTAL

1 MW
10 MW

5MW
10 MW

3MW
10 MW
55 MW
48 MW

5MW
50 MW

200 MW

1978
1978
1979
1979
1980
1980
1981
1981
1981
1981

(approx.)
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State report ...
Waste disposal

In the past few years, a growing
number of states have expressed concern
over the development of issues surround
ing nuclear energy -- particulary its
transportation and storage. (See ERS,
Vol. 4, Numbers 6 and 11). The U.S:
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is follow
ing state legislative activity in this
area and issued a report earlier this
m?nth ?n recent enactments dealing
wlth hlgh-level radioactive waste dis
posal.

The following are brief descrip
tions of some of the most current laws.

Resolutions to Congress

Four states approved resolutions
to Congress dealing with radioactive
waste: Colorado (SM 3, 1977) asked
that Congress, the President and ERDA
exclude it from consideration as a
potential site for a high-level waste
repository. Delaware (HR 124, 1977)
requested that the state's congression
al delegation support a bill to give
states veto power over waste reposi
tories, and Louisiana (SCR 83, 1977)
sought federal legislation "to require
the proper federal agency to notify
both the governor and the legislature
of any state of the agency's intention
to search for radioactive waste dis
posal sites within that state."

Hawaii's resolution (SR 68, 1976)
asked the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency to halt any plans for undersea
disposal of radioactive wastes until
their safety is "proven beyond any
shadow of doubt."

State prohibitions

Louisiana (H 14, 1977) prohibits
the use of salt domes in the state as
temporary or permanent disposal sites
for radioactive waste. A Michigan
enactment (S 144, 1978) bans the de
posit or storage of radioactive waste
in the state, while several other bills
(S 153, S 688, S 689 and S 690, 1978)
prohibit the state's consent to the
acquisition of land or buildings to
store, deposit or dump radioactive
material by the federal government.

Oregon's enactment (S 272, 1977)
forbids the operation of radioactive
material waste disposal facilities with
in the state.

Requires state approval

Minnesota (H 1215, 1977) prevents
the construction or operation of a
":ad~oactive waste management facility"
wlthln the state unless authorized by
the legislature. "Containment, dis
posal or deposit of high-level nuclear
wastes, radioactive substances or radio
active contaminated materials or the
processing of high-level nuclear wastes"
within South Dakota are banned unless
granted prior approved by the legisla
ture under that state's enactment
(H 822, 1977). The construction or
establishment of a high-level radio
active waste repository is not allowed
in Vermont under H 261, 1977, unless
approved by the General Assembly.

Bans out-of-state waste

Montana (H 254, 1977) prohibits
the disposal in that state of large
quantities of radioactive materials
produced in other states.

Minnesota (H 1215, 1977) bans the
transportation of wastes into the state
for temporary storage for up to 12 months

J
I
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Miscellaneous

pending transportation out of the state."

For more information, contact
Elizabeth McCarthy, NRC Office of
State Programs, (301) 492-7794.

The bill (S 1493) would authorize
$150 million a year through FY 1983
for grants, loans, loan guarantees and
interest subsidies for the public
facility and service needs of areas

The plans would have to identify
committed and requested contributions
toward impact costs from the owner
or operator of the energy development,
along with available federal funds
under existing assistance programs,
and state and local funds that can be
made available.

The plans would have to be ap
proved by the Economic Development

In areas designated by a governor
as likely to suffer economic disloca
tion from substantial energy exports
to other areas, the bill would set up
impact assessment teams of federal,
state and local officials and non
voting industry representatives. The
teams would project the areas' employ
ment and public facility and service
needs over the period of anticipated
impacts, and develop mitigation plans
setting forth specific measures to
meet these needs, as well as priori
ties for implementation.

What constitutes "major" is not
spelled out, but "development" would
include exploration, extraction and
related conversion or processing acti
vities, transportation facilities
such as pipelines, and federally
funded projects specifically including
uranium processing and nuclear waste
disposal. The committee also expanded
the bill to cover the continuing ad
verse effects of major generating
facilities.

with rapidly expanding population due
to proposed or existing "major energy
development. " .

Each state would get an alloca
tion of impact money according to a
formula based 50 percent energy devel
opment-related population and employ
ment increases, 30 percent on state
efforts to internalize impact costs
(probably to be based on the ratio of
state per capita spending in impact
areas vs. non-impact areas), and 20
percent on housing needs.

•••report

The Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee approved its inland
energy impact assistance bill June 27
by a 10-4 vote, but the bill may face
stiff opposition on the Senate floor,
where Proposition 13 has created an at
mosphere increasingly hostile to new
spending programs. If the bill fails
in the Senate, it probably will be dead
for the remainder of th~ 95th Congress,
since the House does not pla~ to begin
work until the Senate acts.

Kentucky's resolution (HR 70, 1978)
appoints a special advisory committee
on behalf of the General Assembly to.
assume an oversight role on matters
pertaining to nuclear waste during the
next two years. The resolution con
tinues a 1976 advisory committee which
had completed its duties.

Under Texas bill H 1560, 1977, the
Texas Water Quality Board is enpowered
to regulate the discharge of waste or
pollutants into any water within the
state. However, no permits shall be
issued authorizing the discharge of
"any radiological, chemical, or bio
logical warfare agent or high-level
radioactive waste."

Planning energy impact aid

Federal
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Administration in the Commerce Depart
ment, or one of the regional economic
development commissions with authority
to administer the programs.

Although the bill provides for
the award of impact aid prior to the
approval of a mitigation plan, no
more than half the funds appropriated
in FY 1979 could be so awarded, and
no more than 20 percent each year
thereafter.

One of the major issues before
the committee during markup of the
bill was the extent to which the as
sistance should be in grant as opposed
to land form. U.S. Sen. Robert Staf
ford (R-Vt.) argued that states suf
fering the side effects of energy dev
elopment should not be afforded grants
because they could repay loans from
energy development revenues. He offered
an amendment to convert the entire as
sistance program to IS-year loans at
8 percent interest.

The amendment was defeated, how
ever, after the bill's co-sponsor
U.S. Sen. Gary Hart (D-Colo.) and
others pointed out that some communi
ties may suffer impacts for which
they could not raise mitigating reve
nues.

A town in Colorado, for instance,
might get most of its new population
from a coal mine in Wyoming, which
could not be taxed. Another argument
was that the affected states and com
munities may have difficulty sur
mounting statutory or constitutional
limits on additional borrowing.

The bill already contains re
quirements for states to provide an
annually escalating share of the costs
of carrying out the mitigation plans,
beginning with a 12.5 percent share
in FY 1980, and increasing by the same
amount yearly until it reached 50 per
cent in FY 1983. The state's share
would be derived from taxes or other

revenues associated with the energy
development.

In addition, states receiving
grants would have to demonstrate an
adequate strategy to recover "the
substantial majority" of such funds
within a reasonable time, or demon
strate an alternate strategy for as
suring that the economic benefits of
the energy development will be used
to minimize its impacts.

The NCSL has argued that legisla
tures should be consulted early in the
development of the state's plan because
such cost-internalization requirements
as the measures in the mitigation
plans may require additional state
authorizing legislation, and because
the legislatures will have to appro
priate the state's ahre of the miti
gation.

West Virginia House Speaker
Donald Kopp submitted a statement to
the committee for the NCSL noting the
requirements entailing state legisla
tive action and emphasizing that the
entire assistance program could suffer
indefinite and unnecessary delays if
legislators are not given a role.

Another issue in the committee
markup that probably will be brought
up again on the Senate floor is a
federal cost-internalization require
ment. Section 1107 of the bill would
have enabled federal lease, license,
permit, assistance, easement and
other approvals needed by an energy
development to be conditioned on rea
sonable contributions by the owner or
operator toward the development's
impacts. After converted industry
opposition, the committee agreed to
drop this provision without elimina
ting the possibility that the commit
tee might offer an acceptable substi
tute on the floor.

For more information, contact Rob
MacDougall, (202) 624-5420.
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Update ...
Energy project visits Minnesota

The range and variety of innova
tive legislation adopted by the states
and the current configuration and
status of the National Energy Plan
were discussed by Jim Matthews, direc
tor of the NCSL Energy Policy Project,
and Special Assistant Rob MacDougall
at the meeting June 14 with the Mlnne
sota House Select Committee on Energy.

At the invitation of the commit
tee, MacDougall reviewed portions of
the proposed National Energy Act agreed
to by the Conference Committees, in
cluding rate reform, and the recent
accord on natural gas.

Matthews explored the wide variety
of approaches taken by the state leg
islatures in promoting the develop
ment of alternative and renewable
energy resources.

The impact of alternative energy
in Minnesota could be dramatic. A 1
percent shift to alternative technolo
gies in that state could replace the
use of nearly 95 million barrels of
oil (using 1972 consumption figures),
serving Minnesota consumers $16 million
per year.

The Minnesota House Select Com
mittee on Energy, chaired by Rep. Ken
Nelson, is meeting during the interim
to examine approaches to a comprehen
sive legislative energy program.

Composed of three members from
each standing committee, the commit
tee has divided into three subcommit
tees to make in-depth investigations
into:

1. Energy cost and prlclng, particu
larly its impact on low-income
persons.
Rep. Robert Vanasek, chairman.

2. Energy and economic development.
Rep. Pete Petrafeso, chairman.

3. Alternative energy systems.
Rep. Russell Stanton, chairman.

Samuel Rankin, legislative analyst
and staff coordinator for the commit
tee, identified possible future topics
for consideration as:

energy conservation as a method
of providing a new energy sup
ply for the state.

lifeline rates.

utility rate setting procedures.

time-of-day metering.

financial needs of energy sup
pliers.

possible negative impact on
conservation of energy cost
subsidies.

The visitation by project staff
to Minnesota is one example of the type
of technical assistance available to
state. legislatures.

NRC seeks state agreements

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com
mission (NRC) and the U.S. Environ
mental Protection Agency (EPA) entered
into agreement in 1975 for the imple
mentation of certain responsibilities
under the Federal Water Pollution Con
trol Act (FWPCA).

The Environmental Protection
Agency has delegated to 30 states its
permitting authority under the National
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System,
section 402 of the water pollution con
trol act, and the NRC has adopted a
policy of entering into similar agree
ments with those states.
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So ~ar, the commission has made
agreements with Virginia, New York
and South Carolina, but would like to
expand the number of agreement states.

The Federal Register (43 FR 19485,
May 5, 1978) contains the full text of
the three existing agreements.

For more information, contact
Elizabeth McCarthy, Office of State
Programs, NRC, Washington, D.C., 20555,
(301) 492-7794.

NCSL. 1405 Curtis St.l23rd Floor/Denver. Colo. 80202

Calendar

July 24-25

Aug. 22-23

Aug. 29-30

Sept. 13-15

DOE's Solar Update
Boston, Mass.

Energy Management in
Buildings, New York
University
Denver, Colo.

Energy Management in
Buildings, New York
University
Atlanta, Ga.

Second National Confer
ence on Standards for
Solar Energy Use,
American Society for
Testing and Materials,
New York City

Non-Profit Org.
U.S. Postage
Paid
Denver, Colo.
Permit No. 20
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APPENDIX G

Geothermal energy
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model as to what can be done in
geothermal energy," Harris
said.

SALEM - Oregon, known for "Klamath Falls is the shining
its fll"sts in environmental areas, example of the direct. use of
may become. a model for the geothermal energy," he said.
West in what can be done with Geothermal energy, which
geothermal energy. comes from the earth's natural

Rutherford Harris, Denver, internal heat, is found in
was in Salem recently seeking sigriificant amounts in Oregon,
support for a new geothermal according to Walt Pollock,
policy project being put togetb· Department of Energy.
er by the National Conference of The Klamath Falls area is the
State Legislatures, the official best kno","Il. Pollock said the
representative of the nation's City of Klamath Falls has been
7,600 state legislators and their using geothermal resources
staffs. since the turn of the century and

He said the project is other communities are cantem
designed to help establish state plating it. The resources is used
laws and regulations that are- by Oregon Institute of Techno
consistent with the efficient logy and for agricultural opera·
development of geothermal tions in the area.
resources. He said the group will A geothermal belt runs from
try to encourage development of Klamath Falls up to the
geothermal resources and yet northeast corner of the state, he
protect the states. said, including the cities of Vale,

Why Oregon first? "Oregon Ontario', Baker. La Grande and
bas already taken a lot of steps. others.
We would like to work with In Ontario, Ore-Ida Foods Inc.
Or~gon to make it a positive has plans to use geothermal for

plant heating and processing
and has a grant to fund test
drilling.

Pollock said" "Geothermal
cavelopment is very real here
iin Oregon):' In terms of
non-electrical uses of geother
mal energy "we're father along
than anyone." .

Harris said he was well
received by legislators and
government agencies and is
hopeful he will bring other
western states with geothermal
potential into the project.

To develop available gee-

the:-mal resources, commercial'
investments must expand great
ly beyond the present level, he
said. Development is hindered,
however, by numerous legal and
institutional difficulties_ Ex
amples, Harris said, are unsuit
able provisions in state and
federal leases, obstructive ap
plications of state water laws
and ambiguous or discrimina
tor)- tax laws. In some states. he
said, laws to regulate the
development and use 0'
geothermal resources have r
been enacted at all.
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ISSUESIN'GEOTHERMAL LEGISLATION

INTRODUCTION

Geothermal resources have significant potential as an alternative energy

source. ~igh-temperature geothermal fields can be tapped for electrical genera

tion, while lower-temperature reservoirs find their utility in various "direct

use" applications: ,industrial process heat, space heating and cooling, green

housing, crop dry~ng, food processing, aquaculture, snow removal~ balneology. The

United States is the current leader in electrical generation but trails other

countries in direct use of the resource. In both cases, only a small fraction of

the geothermal potential is being realized.

Geothermal resources are especially attractive because development promises

to be less environmentally damaging than exploitation of fossil and nuclear fuels.

In addition, some geothermal fields may comprise "income" energy sources--that is,

virtually inexhaustible or potentially renewable. The~e advantages, plus the

extent of the,r~source, present a unique opportunity for future energy development.

And, since geothermal exploitation is in preliminary or initial stages, the scope

for policYmaking remains great •

. Aclear understanding of the nature of geothermal development is the first

requirement for, effective legislation. Geothermal resources have distinctive

characteristics which should be recognized in state laws and regulations.Regula

tory experience with other resources is an important reference, but may be misleading
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when applied to geothermal development. Indeed, current state and federal geothermal ~i

policies are often criticized for excessive reliance on oil and gas or water law

precedents.

NATURE OF THE RESOURCE

Geothermal resources are a complex mix of elements. Natural heat from the

earth's interior is the central energy component--but fluids, dissolved minerals

and gases, and pressure also may be resource constituents. Geothermal systems

.occur in a variety of geologic settings, including hydrothermal and geopressured

reservoirs, hot dry rock and magma chambers. Only hydrothermal systems (vapor or

fluid dominated) are presently in production. Development of hot dry rock, magma

chambers and geopressured reservoirs awaits further technological advances to in

sure economic viability.

The commercial value of geothermal systems is dependent on numerous factors.

Most important are reservoir temperature, size and depth, fluid quality and quantity,

associated resource constituents and access to geothermal markets.

The location of a geothermal reservoir is a vital factor affecting its commer

cial potential. Heat energy (enthalpy) cannot readily be stored or transported

over long distances. The wide market enjoyed by fossil and nuclear fuel producers,

therefore, is not available to geothermal suppliers. Geothermal operations are

tied to local buyers who can utilize a specific resource (temperature, flow rate,

salinity, etc.) near the producing field. Recovery of resource constituents ("by

products") may enhance the value of geothermal prospects.
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STATE POLICIES

Geothermal resources are a novel energy source of diverse character.

Exploration, production, and marketing pose unique problems to a growing geothermal

industry. State legislators also are faced with a major challenge. Resource

characterization and determination of ownership rights, resource distribution, regu

lation of field development and production, facility siting and utility commission

regulations, taxation, capital formation and market expansion all are subject to

legislative initiative. For geothermal resources to supply their full potential,

policies must be established in these areas providing prompt access and secure

rights to the resource, efficient regulatory procedures, equitable tax treatment,

investment incentives and a substantial market.

The remainder of this paper describes potential legislative actions to en

courage the efficient development of geothermal resources. For each area, policy

objectives and legislative options are outlined. The issues presented are generic

in nature, and the range of options may not be suitable for every state.
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RESOURCE CHARACTERIZATION

DESCRIPTION ~ -1._-----~ OtJNERSHIP

CLASSIFICATION
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u RESOURCECRARACTERIZATION

Geothermal resources are similar in some respects to water, minerals and gas.

As a result, considerable disagreement--including litigation--has arisen over the

essential nature of the resource and corresponding ownership rights. This climate

of uncertainty impedes geothermal development and makes resource characterization

a major issue. As long as the nature .of geothermal resources remains unclear,

ownership also will be uncertain. As'a result, geothermal entrepreneurs face the

difficult task of negotiating with all possible lessors for access .rights. Legis-

lative concerns include the definition of resource elements, designation of owner-

ship rights and the relationship of geothermal resources to other resource categories,

especially water.

OBJECTIVE: IDENTIFICATION OF nm GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE AND ITS CONSTITUENTS

This is a matter of statutory definition. The definition identifies just

what resource is subject to geothermal legislation and serves as an important refer-

ence for the courts in resolving disputes and as a model for private contracts.

Issue: Does the definition adeauatelyidentify geothermal'systema'and elements?

Options: A broad;general defin!tionmaybe .ad~Pted. Alternatively, characteristics

of the various resource forms (hydrotheruial,- geopr~ssur~d, etc.) maybe specified.
- ~ .

Subsurface heat energy, a transfer medium and associatedbyproducts are essential

elements of the geothermal resource. Pi~ssure is another possible component•. Minimum
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temperature and depth levels may be employed for greater specificity. Byproducts '--/

may be described generally or listed--many states exclude hydrocarbons and helium.

OBJECTIVE: DETERMINATION OF THE LEGAL STATUS OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

Determination of the legal relationship of geothermal resources to established

resource categories and the corresponding application of existing law--including

implications for ownership--often have been left to the judiciary. How.ever~ a legis

lative assignment has several advantages. Unlike courts, legislatures are not pre

cedent bound, nor are they limited to the factual dispute at hand. Rather, they

may ~xamine a wide range of facts and make decisions on the basis of public policy.

Issue: How should geothermal resources be classified?

Options: Geothermal resources have generally been classified, if at all, as water,

mineral or sui generis (unique). Constituents. (heat, fluid or vapor. dissolved

minerals and gases, pressure) may perhaps be classified individually.

Issue: What is the legal relationship between geothermal fluids and groundwater?

Options: Geothermal fluids may be considered groundwater and regulated accordingly.

However, existing water allocation procedures--especially in the water short western

states--may impose considerable constraints on development. To minimize the problem,

requirements for water rights may be limited to consumptive use (fluid not reinjec

ted, additional cooling water). Also, geothermal appropriations might be "per

fectable" as "developed" water--not ordinarily part of the general supply.
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\.J Geothermal fluids may be distinguished from groundwater in at least owo ways.

A distinction may be drawn according to the depth and/or temperature of the pro

ducing horizon. Alternatively, a "usell definition may be adopted, whereby fluids

withdrawn for their heat content are designated geothermal--not water--resources.

A conflict between geothermal and water rights may arise under this approach, re-

quiring a determination of their relative status. Superiority might be assigned

according to temporal priority or to a scale of preferred ("beneficial") uses.

Finally, geothermal fluid production may be exempted from water laws unless

interference with groundwater aquifers is indicated. Such an exemption can be

desig~ated a "rebuttable presumptionll so that the initial burden of proof does

not fallon geothermal developers. This would recognize that geothermal reservoirs

are probably most often distinct from groundwater aquifers.

Issue: Has geothermal ownership been clarified?

Options: Classification of geothermal resources may determine ownership as well.

Mineral rights are usually in subsurface estates, while water rights are usually

in surface estates. In the western stat~s, water rights, especially to groundwater,

may be in the public domain. Legislative manipulation of these rights can produce

various mixes of public and private ownership: as water (pub1ic domain) a state

could claim all geothermal resources; as water (surface estate) a state would possess

all geothermal resources underlying state lands; as mineral (subsurface estate) a

state would own all geothermal resources where it possesses the mineral estate, in

cluding those under state lands and those under private lands where the state retains

a mineral reservation. A sui generis designation could be assigned to any of these

estates.
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\.j RESOURCE ACCESS

Access for exploration and development is a fundamental requirement for

geothermal legislation. The access system influences the rate of exploration and

development, protects public and private interests and controls fragmentation and

monopolization.of the resource •. Many regimes are possible, but it is vital that

the process chosen be streamlined and efficient, with coordination of access

procedures for state, federal and private lands. As a first step, it would be

helpful to identify land available for geothermal development.

OBJECTIVE: LAND USE PLANNING FOR GEOTHER}~ DEVELOPMENT

Some lands may be deemed unsuitable for geothermal development due to environ-

mental, social, economic, or other reasons. It is important to delineate available

lands so that entrepreneurs can concentrate their exploration efforts in the approp-

riate areas. The planning mechanism for these decisions should not impose a barrier

to development through excessive delay in review periods.

Issue: How should geothermal areas be delineated?

Options: Land use and zoning plans should.addresspotential geothermal develop-

ment. Local agencies can prepare~a geothermal element to a.general plan, and areas

unsuitable for development may be withdrawn from entry • KGRA (Known Geothermal

Resource Area) designations may be employed for land categorization, according to

various· criteria: . presence of. aprod\1c:ingwell. geology,. well data and competitive

interest.
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Issue: Does an adequate land use planning mechanism exist? \".....,

Options: Determination of the respective roles of state and local planning agencies

is required. Local control over small facility siting, especially for direct use,

may be desirable. On the statewide level, designation of a lead agency or creation

of an inter-agency task force are streamlining options. Adequate funding and admin

istrative expertise are necessary, and appropriations for resource assessment may

be worthwhile.

OBJECTIVE: DISTRIBUTION OF ENTRY AND DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS

Distribution of exploration and development rights through permits, patents,

leases or appropriation is the basic task in this area. In order to stimulate

development, costly delays, burdensome requirements and overlapping jurisdictions

must be minimized at all stages of the distribution process.

Issue: How should entry rights for resource exploration be granted?

Options: Entry rights should correspond to the ownership regime in effect and the

type of land (state/private, KGRA/non-KGRA) in question. For geotherma~ "public

domain" resources, access to both state and private lands would need to be addressed.

For geothermal "surface" resources, access to state lands would be necessary. For

geothermal "mineral" resources, access to state mineral estate (public) and mineral

reservation (private) lands would be required.

Leases may be issued for exploration purposes, particularly when the lands are

in a KGRA. Leasing provides security for discovery investments but may reduce ease

of access due to review requirements. An alternative system might employ exploration

permits, possible as an exclusive right.
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\.J Ease of access can be influenced by minimizing environmental and other

agency review processes ~t the exploration phase. If permits are used, security

for investments can be provided through conversion privileges (preferential rights

to a lease) or by allowing exploration expenditures to be credited against lease

bids. Permit duration, rentals, work commitments and surface use stipulations are

additional concerns.

Issue: What mode of resource access should be adopted?

Options: Three models are familiar options for resource distribution on public

lands: patents (hard rock minerals), appropriation (water) and leases (oil and

gas, coa~, common minerals). Patents commit surface and resource ownership to

developers; leasing and appropriation provide for surface occupation and production

rights while retaining surface andresQurce ownership in puhlic hands.

Issue: How would a patent system work?

Options: After obtaining entry rights and locating a commercially viable geothermal

resource, explorers would be ~ntitled to apply for a patent. Some state constitu

tions or enabling ~cts may prohibit disposition of state lands at less than full

market value. Environmental review might be appropriate before granting a patent.

Issue: How would an appropriation system work?

Options: After gaining entry, entrepreneurs would be authorized to divert (approp

riate) a specific quantity of discovered geothermal resources, probably in conjunction

with a surface occupation license. The quantity authorized would be related to the

intended use of the resource. Environmental review would probably occur prior to

actual production.

-11-
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Issue: How would a leasing sis tem work? ~i

Options: Convertible exploration permits would lead to non-competitive leasing

for the subject lands. A more flexible approach is possible with other types of

entry rights. For instance, a "two-tier" leasing system could be employed, whereby

lands with high geothermal potential (KGRA) are leased competitively (by bid) and

other areas are leased non-competitively (by application). Possible bidding factors

include cash bonuses, royalties or profit shares, rentals and work commitments.

Environmental review might be required prior to lease issuance.

Lease terms should balance public and private interests in the resource.

Public interests include fair return of resource value, efficient production and

protection of surface lands. Private interests include security of tenure, flexi

bility in development and profitability. Relevant terms address lease duration,

renewal, rentals, bonding, stipulations (work commitments, environmental conditions,

covenants for surface restoration), royalties or profit shares and renegotiation •

Issue: Does the access regime address fragmentation and monopolization of the resource?

Options: Many states have adopted acreage limitations. Minimum acreages are set

for individual parcels, while ~ximum acreages are applied to both individual and

total holdings. Maximum number of parcels or number of townships occupied are other

options for limiting total holdings.

Acreage limits should correspond to the needs of geothermal development.

Minimum acreages that are too high may inhibit small-scale projects, while maximum

acreages that are too low may impede exploration and prevent developers from securing

their investments in a reservoir.
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\.I Issue: Is the access regime a streamlined process?

Options: This is an important area for policy initiatives and is essentially a

cost-free method of stimulating development. Burdensome requirements should be

minimized. For instance, environmental review should correspond to the level of

activity in question. Overlapping jurisdictions can be dealt with by allowing

single reviews, permits and bonds to satisfy multiple jurisdictions and by desig

nating lead agencies. Costly delays can be reduced by specifying time periods

for agency review processes.
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REGULATION OF FIELD DEVELOPMENT

Regulation of field development can generally be achieved through existing

regulatory mechanisms, with specific geothermal modifications as required. Drill

ing controls, reservoir management and allocation of production rights, facility

siting and environmental regulation are areas of concern. Of prime importance

is the institution of a streamlined regulatory effort. Coordination of state and

federal efforts is an important avenue to be pursued.

OBJECTIVE: ADOPTION OF GEOTHERMAL DRILLING CONTROLS

Most states have relied on their oil and gas agencies to regulate ~eothermal

drilling. Prevention of groundwater contamination (faulty drilling may estab~ish

pathways between-previously isolated aquifers) is of central concern. Blowouts are

apo'tential problem with high-temperature/pressure geothermal wells.

Issue:. What drilling controls should be authorized?

Ootions: Information on geothermal drilling will assist in the institution of

controls. Legislatures may mandate that well logs be maintained and made available

to the appropriate agency. Information on temperature gradients and bottom-hole

temperatures also will aid resource assessment.

States 2should >authorize the responsible agency to require appropriate d;-illing

practices •. Special attention is usuallyp~id to reinjection and well abandonment.

Blowout prevention equipment (BOPE) and adequate well casing are other regulatory

concerns. Stringent controls appropriate for deep, high-temperature wells may be

unnecessary for shallow, low-temperature wells.
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OBJECTIVE: RESERVOIR MANAGEMENT AND ALLOCATION OF PRODUCTION RIGHTS

Geothermal fluids are "migratory" or "fugitive" in nature, similar to oil and

gas or groundwater. Withdrawal at one site may reduce production potential at

other sites on the same reservoir. Therefore, when a reservoir is shared by

competing developers, allocation of production rights may be required to avoid a

wasteful race to produce the resource.

Various reservoir management techniques and allocative schemes have evolved

to control overdrilling and inefficient withdrawal of petroleum and water. These

also may be adapted to geothermal production; however, the unique aspects of geo

thermal development should be observed when promulgating such regulations.

Issue: i~at reservoir management techniques should be authorized?

Options: A well-spacing plan is the most common method of governing withdrawal

rates on a reservoir. Pooling of tracts is usually employed as well to avoid in

equities to small parcel owners who might otherwise be prevented from drilling.

Other measures also may be necessary, such as production restrictions and unitized

operations (voluntary or mandatory). Geothermal unit development, however, raises

anti-trust questions, and the quantitative allocation of reservoir heat content is

a difficult task.

Issue: How should production rights be apportioned among competitive interests?

Options: Existing models of resource allocation in petroleum and groundwater

reservoirs include "rule of capture,ll "reasonable use," "correlative rights" and
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u· "appropriation." Efficient resource management will be difficult where state,

federal and private leases exist in the same reservoir, unless a110cative methods

are integrated.

The rule of capture is essentially non-a110cative: whatever can be reduced

to possession becomes the property of the producer. The resulting race to "capture"

the resource can have detrimental effects (mining) on reservoir performance. Pro-

duction restrictions or unit operations can mitigate this problem.

The doctrine of reasonable use, whereby production is unlimited for the

benefit of the drilling parcel, also could result in mining of the resource.

Reasonable use prohibits transportation of fluids off the drilling parcel if the
.

common supply would suffer. This prohibition on transport could be a serious

impediment to geothermal marketing. Unitization or production restrictions might

again be necessary to avoid reservoir deterioration.

Correlative rights to a resource are assigned on a pro!!!!. basis, while

seek.ing to keep total withdrawal within reservoir capacity. This would require

information on reservoir characteristics. The allocation of enthalpy would be

of particular concern under this approach.

The appropriation doctrine would grant exclusive rights to a specific quantity

of geothermal fluid, defined by "beneficial use"·· (volume marketed) and accorded.

a temporal priority. Subsequent operations would be licensed only if prior rights
..

were unimpaired. Under existing 1aws~ not all states w6uldrecognize energy pro-

duction as a beneficial use of water (geothermal f1uid)~
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OBJECTIVE: ESTABLISHMENT OF FACILITY SITING PROCEDURES

Facility siting is bound up with land use and environmental issues. Regulatory

efficiency is again the prime concern. Long lead-times for permitting energy faci-

lities will seriously delay return on geothermal investments •

.
Issue: Do appropriate facility siting procedures exist?

Options: States may incorporate geothermal facility siting under existing state-

wide procedures~ Lead agency designation or creation of an inter-agency task force

are streamlining options. Alternatively, since local utilization of geothermal

energy is necessary, county or municipal level agencies may be best suited to perform

the review functions.

These approaches may be mixed according to the type of facility in question.

For instance, is the facility for electric generation or heat transmission? If

electric, is its capacity over a certain megawattage? If direct use, are associated

pipelines over a certain diameter and length? Under any approach, attention should

be paid to eliminating redundant permitting and bonding requirements and to avoid-

ing costly delays.

OBJECTIVE: INSTITUTION OF APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION

While geothermal development promises to be comparatively harmless to the

environment, certain specific hazards should be addressed. Construction and drill-

ing entail surface disturbance which may create erosion problems, destroy habitat

and impair aesthetic values. Air pollution, water pollution (surface and ground-

water), noise pollution, solid waste disposal and subsidence/seismicity effects
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u
also should be examined. Impact review prior to development and regulation of

actual operations are two modes of environmental management. A streamlined pro

cess is imperative.

Issue: When is impact review applicable to geothermal development?

Options: Many states have enacted "little NEPA's" which require environmental

impact review of proposed state actions (lease or permit issuance, facility siting

license). Formal review prior to a commitment to commercial production may be a

hindrance to development. The scope of review at this stage may be limited to

exploration impacts. Acquisition of baseline data during the exploration phase,

however, may expedite later full impact review and subsequent permitting for oper

ation. Generally, a lead agency will prepare impact review documents, with parti

cipation from other involved agencies and private parties. Streamlining options

include limits on agency review periods, public participation and judicial appeals.

Issue: How should geothermal operations be regulated?

Options: Licensing of equipment, environmental bonds and lease stipulations, moni

toring requirements and waste discharge permits are various approaches to environ

mental regulation. Pollution standards (emission or ambient) may be required as

part of a federally approved or managed system under the various national pollution

statutes. Reinjection is generally seen as the answer to brine disposal, although

groundwater protection must be addressed.

A lead agency approach would be particularly valuable to coordinate regulatory

activities regarding air, water, noise, solid waste and subsidence/seismicity. Per

mits and bonds applicable to multiple jurisdictions would help make environmental

regulation more simple and less time consuming.
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MARKET REGULATION

The availability of· geothermal markets will ultimately determine the pace of

development. Many legislative initiatives are available to clarify the geothermal

market situation. Of major importance are utility regulatory issues, such as

access to transmission systems and ,rate regulation.. Novel market structures for

direct use of geothermal resources should be considered as ~ell"

OBJECTIVE: CLARIFICATION OF THE GEOTHERMAL-UTILITY1:NTERFACE

Utilities, traditionally conservative institutions, may be reluctant to

participate in geothermal developmentaue to its novelty and inherent uncertainty.

If geothermal developers themselves generate electricity, questions arise concern

ingaccess to existing transmission systems and rate regulation of electrical

sales. Investor-owned utilities may be reluctant to interconnect with non-utility

or publicly-owned geothermal projects--especially if the power is to be delivered

(wheeled) to other than the utility's own customers. Private geothermal generation

facilities may not offer an adequate return on investment if electrical sales are

rate regulated by utility commissions •.

Issue: How can geothermal transmission access be provided?

Options: States can mandate utilities to interconnect with and wheel geothermal

electricity, as long as the geothermal developer is willing to bear the cost of

extra facilities, and system reliability is preserved. Designation of transmission
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systems as "common carriers" (available to all electrical producers at equitable \.",..,1

prices) is another approach. The utility provisions of the National Energy Act

(under Congressional consideration) may grant jurisdiction in this area to the

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC).

Issue: Should geothermal electrical sales be rate regulated?

Options: State may exempt small power producers from utility-style rate regulation

if electricity is merely marketed to existing utilities for resale or is used by

industries at the production site. Negotiation with the FERC may be necessary

since wholesale of electricity is subject to federal jurisdiction. (FERC has not,

however, exercised its jurisdiction over cogeneration plants selling excess power

to utilities in the Pacific Northwest.) The National Energy Act may authorize the

FERC to exempt small power producers (especially from alternative energy sources)

from utility regulation.

OBJECTIVE: CONSIDERATION OF DIRECT USE MARKET STRUCTURES

The utility status of geo-heat facilities should be decided, and transmission

access is again an issue. Heating district formation is an avenue which should be

examined. The scope for legislative innovation is great in this area due to the

limited development of geothermal direct use to date.

Issue: Should geo-heat distribution be rate regulated?

Options: To encourage the development of alternative energy sources such as
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geothermal, exemption from utility-style rate regulation may be a worthwhile option.

This would allow geo-heat to find its natural competitive position with respect to

other heating methods.

Issue: How can transmission access for geo-heat be provided?

Options: Electrical transmission corridors may be the logical choice for geo

heat distribution. Legislative easements for pipelines would guarantee access to

such corriders. Eminent domain authority for geo-heat distributors also may be

necessary in order to complete transmission systems~

Issue: What market structures will facilitate direct use of geo-heat?

Options: Zoning for geothermal operations (industrial parks, etc.) is a valuable

tool for stimulating development. Heating district formation is another promising

avenue. Existing special districts may have their charters expanded or special

geothermal districts created. Easements, power of eminent domain, bond authority

and power to levy special assessment taxes are relevant to district heating.
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u -INCENTIVES

Resolution of the issues raised in the previous sections would constitute

a potent incentive to geothermal development. There are, however, additional

factors within the purview-of-statelegislatures. Geothermal resources must com

pete in an artificially priced and subsidized energy market. Moreover, the uncer

tainty surrounding such a novei resource inhibits capital formation and market

development.Policymakersshouldconsider measures to equalize the competitive

position of geothermal resources and stimulate market development.

OBJECTIVE: EQUALIZATION OF THE COl1PETITIVE POSITION OF GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

Producers of most energy fuels are accorded various tax benefits. The exten

sion of comparable benefits to geothermalcresources should be considered. Early

institution of tax benefits will avoid the need for major adjustments in the flow

of tax dollars at a later date.

Issue: How can equitable tax treatment of geothermal development be achieved?

Options: Deferral of ad valorem as-sess~ent untilcommercf.al pr6ductionbegins

(or substitution of a well-head tax) is an important property tax6ption. Other

wise geothermal producers face a significant tax'burdenduring'the long years of

field and market development. • Exemption from property taxes (or a refund) on non

productive tracts may be another worthwhile option.

In the income tax area, depletion allowances and deductions for current (explora-

• tion!development) expenses can be extended to geothermal operations as with other

energy fuels. Investment tax credits are a further possibility to encourage development.
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Finally, various gross-receipts, excise, severance, conservation and franchise ~'

taxes may be applicable to geothermal development. To facilitate investment de-

cisions, the application (or exemption) and levels of such taxes should be defined.

OBJECTIVE: STIMULATION OF GEOTHERMAL INVESTMENT AND MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Uncertainties and delays in development may make utilities and other investors

reluctant to commit capital to the geothermal industry. Due to its novel character,

public acceptance of geothermal energy may be slow to develop. Private investment

in geothermal equipment may appear non-competitive with other energy systems unless

life-cycle costing is performed, or tax benefits are available. Various policy

options are available to ameliorate this situation.

Issue: How can investments for geothermal development be increased?

Options: A geothermal loan guarantee program has been established on the federal

level. Securities Commission rulings that geothermal investment is "sound" or

"prudent" could open the way for institutional participation. Public funding for

exploration, resource assessment and demonstration projects may be considered.

Utility investments in geothermal development may be encouraged by allowing

costs to be expensed (as for research and development costs), included in the rate

base (even if the field or facility fails) or allowed a higher rate of return.

States may require utilities to purchase geothermal power if the cost is reasonable.

Issue: How can the geothermal market be expanded?_

Options: Public acceptance can be influenced through education, funding of demon

stration projects (such as geo-heating state buildings) and offering tax benefits.

Examples of the latter include property tax exemptions for geothermal improvements \.;
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and income tax credits or deductions for investments in geothermal equipment,

~hether retrofitted or original. The availability of risk insurance on field

longevity and facility performance may influence potential customers. Life-cycle

cost analysis for energy systems in ne~ or renovated state buildings also may be

mandated, so that geothermal heating or cooling is adopted ~henever it proves

economically competitive.
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CONCLUSION

Geothermal reserves are a major new energy resource, representing a secure

domestic supply with relatively minor environmental dangers. Innovative state

legislation can provide a substantial impetus to geothermal development. l~ile

comprehensive policymaking would focus on all the outlined areas, a step-by-step

approach would still be valuable. In any case, new policies should be monitored

and revised as necessary to insure effectiveness in operation.
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APPENDIX K

PACKET OF BACKGROUND UATERIAL

.\-J Purpose: a thorough discussion of the nature of geothermal resources and various
development opportunities available (including nonelectric) and the different
social, economic and resource values associated with them.

Highlights: (1) "State Policies for Geothermal Development"

(2) Expanded analysis of state regulations as they affect:
--geothermal utility markets
--securities issues
--environmental protection

(3) Multiple, nonelectric applications

(4) Issues regarding: .
--power of eminent domain and other utility franchise matters'
--facility siting
--water appropriation

(4) Important -state legislation reported and anaylzed

(5) Reports f~om research efforts by:
--USC Law Center
--Indiana University
--Virginia Polytechnic Institute
--Batelle

(6) Conclusions of Operation Research studies

Outline of Possible Study Areas

(1) WATERLAW:ISSUES

(a) Resource Classification

--water
--mineral

.--sui generis

(b) Applicability of s~ate water laws to geothermal

--water law plus geothermal law
--water law only
--geothermal law only (if no interference)

(c) Technical assessment

--is geothermal water the same as ground water?
--define by use?

u (d) Ownership implications

(e) Enabling act question



(2) DIRECT USE ISSUES

(a) Applications/development opportunities

--heating and cooling of buildings
--industrial processing
--agriculture/aquaculture

(b) District heating

--type and size necessary for geothermal
--necessary authorization
--appropriate powers(contract for services, issue

bonds, levy property taxes and exercise power of
eminent domain)

--utility interface
--land use zoning

(c) Self-supplied heating

--authorization

(d) Excess/supplemental energy (especially for industrial use)

--sale to utilities of excess
--supplemental needs from utilities

(e) Incentives/economics

(f) Capital formation

(g) Characterization/ownership of resource

--distinguishing shallow, low-temperature geothermal
resources from ground water (by use?)

(3) UTILITY INTERFACE ISSUES

(a) Facility siting/zoning

--special procedures for geothermal plants
--state vs/ cpimtu/municipality

(b) Power transmission

--authority to order interconnections/wheeling
--federal jurisdiction/state authority

(c) Utility status

--exemption of private producer (marketing to utility,
public or self-supplier)

--federal jurisdiction/state authority
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(d)

(e)

Rate base/allowable expenses

--expansion of base
--research and development expenses
--risk insurance for buyers

Rate of return

--accelerated for geothermal investment

(4) ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION ISSUES

(a) Application of existing statutes/regulations

-air
--water
--solid waste
--noise
--seismiscity/subsidence
--land use

(b) Federal requirements vs. state discretion

--alternatives

(c) Need for baseline data/monitoring

(d) Regulatory efficiency/streamlining permitting process

--review periods
--public participation
--judicial appeals and limits
--number of separate permits
--number of development stages and which ones require

permits
--degree of specificity required

(5) INCENTIVES ISSUES

(a) Securities regulation

--what type affect geothermal
--alternatives

(b) Tax policy (applicability/benefits)

--property (ad valorem exemption, well-head tax)
--income (credits and deductions, depletion»

current expensing)
--gross receipts (applicability of sales, severance,

excise, franchise, conservation taxes)



(c) Funding alternatives/capital formation

--bond authority
--public funding of demonstration projects
--loan guarantees
--higher rate of return on utility investments
--risk insurance

(d) Educational programs

(e) Market demonstration

--demonstration projects (geoheat state buildings, etc.)
--institute life-cycle cost analysis
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INTRODUCTION

\.J This preliminary state profile is a compilation .ofexisting information on

geothermal resources in Hawaii. Its purpose is to initiate a comprehensive policy

review of state laws and regulations affecting geothermal development to be,under

taken by the Hawaii Legislature in concert with the Geothermal Policy Project

of the National Conference of State Legislatures. The goal of this review is

to encourage the efficient development of Hawaii's geothermal resources. A more

comprehensive state profile will be developed later.

The profile is divided into four major parts:

I. POTENTIAL RESOURCE

A. Physical Characteristics

B. Location

II. RESOURCE APPLICATIONS

A. Existing Uses

B. Potentia1Uses

C. Energ}7 and Economic Value.

III. STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS

A. Legislation Prior to 1978

·B. 1978Legislation

C. Regulations

IV,; POLICY CONCERNS

A... .- Resource Characteriza tion

B._Resource Access

C. Environmental Review

D. Direct Use Applications

E. Incentives

F. Miscellaneous
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I. POTENTIAL RESOURCE

A. Physical Characteristics

In Hawaii, there are a variety of geothermal resources. Subsurface heat

anomalies may exist as:

1. molten magma,
2. hot dense rock,
3. hot porous rock,
4. steam, or
5. hot water.

Magma chambers are the characteristic rock system of the islands. To be

utilized for geothermal energy production, they must lie sufficiently near

the surface to be penetrated by drilling.

Hot dry rock results when magma chambers intrude close enough to the sur-

face to heat the overlying rock to high temperature. To be utilized, the

rock's heat must be brought to the surface by injecting water or some other

heat transfer medium.

Steam and hot water are hydrothermal reservoirs found in hot volcanic or

intrusive igneous rocks where water has been trapped by an impermeable layer

of caprock. The hydrothermal systems are formed by volcanic intrusion to or

near the surface and deep circulation of surface waters along crustal faults.

The Puna District on the Island of Hawaii is the only area in the state

where extensive study--including a 6,400 foot research well--has been conducted

to determine the physical characteristics of a geothermal reservoir. The Puna

District, lying on the east rift of the Kilauea Volcano, is composed of lavas

that are primarily basalts. The geothermal resource is liquid-dominated and

slightly brackish, with high reservoir temperatures (350oC) and fluid pressure

(2000 psi).
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The research well has an electric generating potential of about 3.5

megawatts, and the reservoir capacity is estimated to be at least 500 megawatts.

There also is evidence of potential geothermal sites in other parts of the

Big Island.

B. Location

The assessment of geothermal resources in Hawaii is at a preliminary stage

-
with no large-scale resource assessment yet undertaken. Exploratory drilling

has been conducted only in the Puna District of Hawaii. The primary assess-

ment program up to this point has been an analysis of groundwater wells. Using

a high concentration of silica as a geothermal indicator, and including all

owells at a temperature greater than or equal to 25 C, areas of possible geo~

thermal potential have been identified on the islands of Hawaii, Maui and

Molokai. Information for the Island of Oahu has not been compiled. Attachment

A shows the geographic areas where concentration of wells with geothermal in-

dicators have been located.
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II. RESOURCE APPLICATIONS

A. Existing Uses

Geothermal energy is not presently utilized either for electrical genera-

tion or in any direct use (non-electric) applications in Hawaii.

B. Potential Uses

The Puna Reservoir test-well indicates a potential for electric generation

on the Big Island. The high downhole temperatures and the ample flow of high

quality steam indicate excellent potential for supporting an electric power-

generating plant.

In direct use applications, potential areas where geothermal energy may be

utilized include:

1. industrial processing,
2. agriculture and aquaculture,
3. hot water for residential and commercial establishments, and
4. tourist attractions.

A study of geothermal development in the Puna District indicates that the

following specific uses could be made of geothermal energy on the Island of

Hawaii:

1. processing tropical fruit,
2. wood processing and paper manufacturing,
3. heavy industry such as metal refining and processing

manganese nodules,
4. development of tourist attractions around health spas, and
5. multiple applications in an industrial park where a combi

nation of businesses could be supported by geothermal energy.

C. Energy and Economic Value

Geothermal energy, as an indigenous energy source, offers potential benefits

to Hawaii, which, given the state's virtually complete dependence on imported
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III. STATE LAWS AND REGULATIONS

A. Legislation Prior to 1978 '-'i
1. Ownership - A bill to define geothermal resources, to declare it to

be a "mineral" and to provide for the administration and management of the

resource in the public interest. (HB 2197 passed, Act 241-74, H.R.S.

182-1, amended HB 3033 (1978) )

2. Property Tax Exemption - A bill to exempt from property taxes building

improvements utilizing geothermal energy. (SB 2467 (1976) passed)

3. Utility Regulation - A bill to exempt nonfossil power generation

from PUC regulation when the energy is used by the producer or sold

directly to a public utility and also to authorize the PUC to require

public utilities to purchase surplus power from such facilities. (SB

995 (1977) passed)

B. 1978 Legislation

1. Direct Use Applications - A bill to include funds for a study of non

electric uses of geothermal energy. (SB 1581/HB 3039 passed, Act 131-78)

2. Ownership - A bill to clarify state ownership of geothermal resources

under privately owned land where no reservation of mineral rights was

made. (No action)

3. Property Tax Deferral - A bill to defer payment of property taxes on

property classified as geothermal well sites until energy is produced from

the well and geothermal power is sold for commercial purposes. (No action)

4. Research & Development - A bill to appropriate $1,090,000 for research

and development, applications and demonstrations directed toward development
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and utilization of geothermal resources (includes funds for a rift zone

laboratory, resource assessment, state matching funds, and a study of non

electric uses). (SB 1581/HB 3039 passed, Act 131-78)

5. Resource Access - A bill to clarify the authority of the Board of Land

& Natural Resources to promulgate certain rUles and regulations for the

exploration and development of geothermal resources including giving the

Board (a) flexibility in setting lease bidding terms and payments other

than royalties, and (b) authority to impose limits on numbers of leases

or acres held by a lessee.

6. Utility Rate Setting - (a) A bill to give the Public Utilities Commis

sion the au~hority to set rates for electricity generated by geothermal

resources based on costs and a fair return on investment and risk, and to

require that the PUC not consider the cost of generating an equivalent

amount of energy from fossil fuel in establishing rates. (No action)

-(b) A bill to give the Public Utilities Com

mision the authority to set a just and reasonable rate for geothermal

produced steam or electricity without any provision as to what factors the

PUC must consider. (SB 2165 passed, Act 132-78)

. C. Regulations

The Department of Land & Natural Resources developed "Regulations on

Leasing of Geothermal Resources and Drilling for Geothermal Resources in

Hawaii" (Regulation No.8)

The major provisions of the leasing regulations are:

A. Method - competitive bidding for all geothermal leases (mineral reserve

lands may be leased non-competitively with two-thirds vote of the Board of

Land & Natural Resources).
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B. Primary Term - ten years.

c. Renewal - so long as geothermal resources or byproducts are produced ~i

in commercial quantities, up to 65 years; or 5 years with diligent drilling

without production or with shut-in wells without market.

D. Renewal of Rentals and Royalties - 15 year intervals, beginning 35

years after the lease date.

E. Annual Rental - for the state" as bid or set in the lease; or for the

surface occupant as set by the Board of Land & Natural Resources.

F. Royalties - primary = 10 to 20%; byproduct 5 to 10%.

G. Acreage Limits - minimum lease: 100 acres; maximum lease: 5,000 acres

or 2,560 acres if the length of the tract is more than 6 times the width;

maximum state holding: 80,000 on developed acres.

In terms of drilling regulations, the major provisions of permits

are:

A. Length - 1 year with renewal of 180 days.

B. Performance Bonds - $50,000 per well.

c. Well Spacing - wells must be located 100 feet from outer boundary or

from a public road.

D. Equipment Requirements - casing and cement; blowout prevention.

E. Injection Wells - permit required.

F. Well Abandonment - permit required.
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IV. POLICY CONCERNS

Impediments to the development of Hawaii's geothermal resources occur in

several areas of legislative concern. The following list is a preliminary guide

for developing a study agenda for the policy review:

A. Resource Characterization

1. Ownership - clarify state ownership of geothermal resources on private

land where conveyance does not include a mineral reservation.

2. Water Rights - clarify requirements of geothermal development vis-a-vis

established water rights.

B. Resource Access •

1. Delays - determine ways to overcome unnecessary delays in moving from

lease application to energy production (standardized regulatory procedures,

time limits on administrative actions, etc.).

2. Private Lands - decide on the role of the state in facilitating access

to private lands.

3. Speculat10n- determine how to control unnecessary land speculation

(setting time limits on development, etc.).

4. Land Use Planning - determine.advisabilityof making geothermal develop-

ment an allowed use in conservation and agricultural districts.

C. Environmental Review

1. :Oostacles- determine ways to overcome unnecessary obstacles to develop-

ment while protecting legitimate environmental concerns (differentiating

explorationanddeyelopmentphases, designating a lead agency to coordinate

regulatory~ctivities,etc.).
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D. Direct Use Applications

1. State Support - determine the best means for encouraging development \.....i

of non-electric uses of geothermal (demonstration projects, life-cycle

analysis, tax exemptions, financial and planning assistance for community

and small business projects, etc.)

2. Market Structure - decide on utility status of geothermal heat faci-

lities (formation of heating districts, zoning for geothermal operations,

etc.)

3. Regulatory Requirements - differentiate requirements and procedures

suitable for high-temper~ture geothermal resources but unnecessary for

development of lower-temperature reservoirs.

E. Incentives - identify possible state incentives for development with some

measure of their relative cost and efficiency. Several areas already have

been ~dentified.

1. Property Taxes - reduce burden (deferral from ad valorem assessment

until commercial production begins, exemption on non-productive tracts,

well-head production assessment in lieu of ad valorem, etc.).

2. Royalties - minimize, defer, or waive royalty payments on state-owned

land.

3. Retrofit Incentive - encourage retrofitting of existing buildings,

equipment or processes to utilize geothermal energy through income or

property tax reductions.

4. Joint Venture - share costs of geothermal development.

5. Loans - lend funds or credit (loan guarantees) to geothermal developers.

6. Revenue Bonds - use state revenue bonds for geothermal development.
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7. Utility Confidence - increase attractiveness of geothermal investments

(exemptions from utility regulation, transmission access, higher rate of

return, etc.).

8. Support Systems - provide roads, harbor facilities, water supplies and

other needs of a geothermal area.

F. Miscellaneous

1. Research and Development - determine the need for and appropriate role

of the state in research and development activities.

2. Power Interconnections - encourage the development of an energy linkage

among the islands.
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Good morning. I've been asked today to talk about state geothermal laws and

•

regulations. I'm honored to have been invited as a speaker, and I think it's especi-

ally important to be discussing state policies at a conference in Washington, D.C.

Federal as well as state policy-makers need to be aware that state laws and

regulations have major consequences for the geothermal industry. State government

may either e.'Cpedite or obst.ruct efficient resource development. and efte available

alternatives should be understood.

In this regard, the Division of Geothermal Energy of DOE has funded special

studies--like the water law analysis by Owen 01pin and Dan Tarlock. And the Division

has an extensive operations research effort underway.

Results from these studies underscore the importance of state regulation. State

jurisdiction t9uches. every stage of geothermal development-from initial e.'Cploration

ana financing to final utilization and waste disposal.

To list some major areas:

State securities regulations, for instance, can expand or contract the amount of

investment capital available to geothermal operators.

State statutory definitions affect a developers ability to appropriate the

reSOurce. This is an area Owen Olpin discussed yesterday.

And of course, the effects of state development regulations on the costs and
~ .

timing of development are often mentioned.

Stat~ lease pro~isi~ns, utility reguiations and taxationpolic1es' are other

major areas of concern for geothermai development •
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Ad valorem taxation. in particular. is comparable in magnitude to federal income •

taxes or a 10% federal royalty. This was pointed out yesterday by Dr. Rex. His

figures for a 50 MWfie1d in East Mesa over a 30-year operating lifetime were, I

believe:

$59.7 million
67.1 million
70.2 million

(16.6 million

ad valorem
federal income tax
10% federal royalty
state income tax)

I'm not going to attempt an overview of existing laws and regulations in all

their detail and the various problems they may cause--except to include by reference

the paper distributed for your study guides. It includes several charts and tables

with numerous details about present state regulations.

Instead. I'm going to highlight some new areas for initiative and describe a

program for comprehensive policy review that state legislatures are undertaking with

the National Conference of State Legislatures--the organization I work for.

First let me mention what NCSL is. NCSL--the National Conference of State Legis-

latures--is the official representative of the 50 state legislatures. It serves

legislators and staff much like a trade association. The organization is non-partisan,

non-profit, funded by the states and governed by a 43-member Executive Committee. It's

headquarters are in Denver, Colorado and it has an office of State-Federal Relations

here in D.C.

Early this year, NCSL began a program to assist state legislatures with the

development of geothermal policies. The Geothermal Policy Project has four staff

and is funded by the DOE Division of Geothermal Energy. During the next two years,

the project will work intensively with approximately twelve states in a systematic

review of geothermal policies. We'll be providing background material to the parti-

cipating legislatures, and we'll help design and staff legislative workshops as

requested by the legislatures involved.
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All concerned parties will be consulted in this effort. State legislators and

legislative staff and executive officials will of course be intimately involved.

Local officials, geothermal developers', investors, utilities, environmental 'organizations

and the Department of Energy will be sought out, also, for their views.

Basic issues of resource ownership and definition and regulations for leasing

and field development will be examined closely when problem areas are identified.

In addition, a number of new policy areas will be studied, including state tax policies,

securities regulations, bond authorization, direct appropriations and construction

programs and utility regulatory policies.

The states have not given a'greatdeal of attet:1tionto these areas, although in

some'cases important initiatives have been taken. A number of these are listed in

• Attachment One of this pap~r. In their review of 'state laws, legislators will

•

be looking at these selected enactments as possible solutions to problems of geothermal

development.

D:i.rectHeat Applications

Direct use is an aspect of geothermal development which has generally been ignored,

and I want to stress policy incentives in that area. ,

Problem: One of the major concerns for direct use is that the kinds of regulatory

requirements,and procedures suitable for petroleum development and deep drilling for

high:-temperature gedthermal resources may be unnecessary and burdensome for developers

o~:lo~~r temperature reservoirs Eor,direct applications.

Res~onse: Possible solutions for that,problem may reside in provisions of some

state statutes. Idaho and Washington, for example, apply geothermal regulations only

to electric production. Other uses fall under state water law. Oregdn limits geothermal
. -. '()

regulations to systems with temperatures greater than 250 F. Maryland similarly derines
, . ,. 0

geothermal resources as having temperatures greater than 140 F•
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Problem: A second problem is that conversion to geothermal space heating or

cooling involves large initial investments and this deters potential users.

Response: Oregon has responded by establishing a loan program for veterans who

install in their principal residence a non-conventional heating or cooling system

(this includes geothermal). Several other states grant property tax exemptions .or

income tax credits or deductions for investments in geothermal systems. Those states

include CO, HI, ID, Mr, NV, and OR.

Problem: Also, district heating systems--if they're to be established--need

state authorization t~ act as a utility supplier.

Response: Oregon, again, has responded by authorizing geothermal heating districts

with authority to contract for services, issue general obligation and revenue bonds,

levy property taxes and exercise the power of eminent domain. These are powers

needed by a utility supplier.

Problem: The market for direct heat is another area for innovative state action.

Geothermal needs an initial market to demonstrate the technology to consumers and to.

establish an economic base.

ResDonse: Idaho is helping in this'area by geoheating the state capitol. New

Mexico requires a life-cycle cost analysis of alternative energy supply systems for

new or renovated state buildings. This policy establishes a mechanism for discovering

when geothermal heating is economically competitive and then adopting it. This is an

important action, since widespread use of geothermal energy in state buildings could

provide a substantial market and demonstration for the industry to develop around.

Problem: Another concern--which is actually common to all uses of geothermal

energy--is that even if economically competitive and legally unimpeded, the resource

may remain underutilized because it is poorly understood and because important insti-

tutiona1 arrangements are missing. Who, for instance, will undertake the construction,

operation and maintenance of a district heating system? •
U
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•
Response: Oregon responded to the institutional problem by authorizing a bond-

supported program to encourage utiliti~s and private individuals to use non-nuclear

energy sources; emphasis was placed on geothermal and other little·used energy forms.

(A bond authorization for the p~ogram was referred to voters and defeated. Reintro-

duction is expected in 1979.)

Electric Generation

Problem: Major utilities are not sufficiently confident in the reliability of

geothermal reservoirs to commit themselves to large scale development.

Response: Hawaii exempts private power producers from utility regulation if

they consume the energy themselves or market it to regulated electric utilities.

California authorizes the state PUC to order utilities to transmit power produced

•

•

•

by private producers of electricity from non-conventional energy sources. California

allows a higher rate of return for utility investments in facilities which utilize

non-conventional energy sources.

Problem: Long delays between discovery of a commercial geothermal field and

the construction of a powerplant to utilize the resource make ad valorem assessment

burdensome for developers. The imposition of large property taxes long before income

can be realized also discourages developers from proving reservoir capacities prior

to·securing a market. This creates a chicken· and egg problem.

Response: Arizona has a well-head production assessment. in lieu of ad valorem.

Problem: Geothermal development is at a disadvantage when tax benefits allowed

to other energy industries are not granted to geothermal developers.

Response: Arizona provides geothermal developers a percentage depletion allowance

(as for oil and ga~ ~nd permits current expensing of exploration and development expendi-

tures.

These selected policy initiatives are preliminary steps that will help geothermal

development reach its full potential, and examination of these innovative measures will

~ be an important part of review programs for state geothermal policies.
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ATTACHMENT ONE

State Financial Incentives Apolicable
to Geothermal Resources

•

Arizona·

California

Colorado

Hawaii

H. B. 2257(1977)

S.B. 77 (1976)

A.B. 4032 (1976)

H.B. 1519 (1977)

·S.B. 2467 (1976)

S.B. 995 (1977)

S.B. l58l/H.B. 3039
(1978)

H.B. 2165 (1978)

Provides for property tax valuation on
gross yield, in lieu of ad valorem assess
men~ for geothermal production facilities.
Extends percentage depletion deduction to
geothermal production. Allows deduction
(or capitalization) for current exploration
and development expenses.

Empowers PUC to order public utilities to
transmit electricity generated by private
producers from non-conventional sources.

Higher rate of return allowed for.utility
investments in renewable energy facilities.

Commercial or residential investments for
solar, wind and geothermal energy systems
deductible for state income tax.

Property tax exemption' for building improve
ments to use geothermal energy.

Exempts nonfossil power generation and
transmission facilities from PUC regulation
when energy used by producer or sold directly
to public utility. Authorizes PUC to
require public utilities to purchase surplus
power from such facilities.

Major funding provided for geothermal re
source assessment; research and development
of non-electric uses; 'and the rift zone

, : laboratory.

Makes rates paid by public utilities to
geothermal developers for geothermal steam,
or electricity from geothermal steam,
subject to PUC regulation•
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Hawaii

Idaho

Montana

Nevada

H.B. 3033 (1978)

H.B. 468 (1976)

S.B. 86 (1975)

S.B. 167 (1977)

H.a. 292 (1977)

S.B. 326 (1977)

A.B. 277 (1977)

Determines the applicability of excise
taxes on geothermal gross proceeds.
Provides for royalties in lieu of a
severance tax. Clarifies utility access.

Income tax deduction for investments in
residential geothermal energy facilities.

Applies state coal tax fund t~ renewable
energy projects.

Tax credit for nonfossil energy systems
(may apply to geothermal).

Tax deduction for residential nonfossil energy
gener~ting systems (may apply to geothermal).

State energy conservation standards for
buildings must allow design and construc
tion latitude to the extent that solar,
geothermal, or other nondepletable energy
sources are used.

Property tax credit up to $2,000 for
residential geothermal facilities for
heating and cooling.

•

New Mexico S.B. 185 (1975)

H.B. 395 (1975)

H.B. 2 (1978)

H.B. 199 (1978)

Created permanent fund for energy research
and development and appropriated funds.

Life-cycle cost analysis of nonfossil energy
systems required for new state buildings
or major renovations.

$200,000 appropriation for establishing
geothermal space heating demonstration
projects. 100% matching funds required.

$2 million appropriation for energy research
and development.
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Oregon

Texas

Utah

S.B. 339 (1977)

S.B. 477 (1977)

S.B. 572 (1977)

SJR 32 (1977)

H.B. 3185 (1975)

H.B. 2159 (1977)

HSR 24 (1977)

SJR 37 (1977)

Income tax credit up to $1,000 for residen
tial geothermal space heating.

Loan program for veterans--up to $3,000
for residential geothermal energy facilities.

Energy Conservation and Production Fund
financed by state bond issues established
to assist utility companies and individuals
in development of non-nuclear energy resources.
Emphasis on geothermal and other resources
not currently in widespread use. Oregon
Department of Energy authorized to develop
alternate energy projects, fix rates and
sell energy.

Authorizes issuance of bonds for Energy·
Conservation and Production Fund (must
be approved by voters).

Authorizes geothermal heating districts
with contracting and bonding authori~J

and power of eminent domain.

Authorizes waiver of state bonding require
ments for well drilling if operation has
bond with federal government.

Requests all state agencies and universities
to encourage feasibility studies and
demonstration projects for alternate energy
use in state buildings.

Interim committee to develop legislation
pursuant to Utah energy policy (SCR 1, 1977)
for support of solar, geothermal, wind and
hydroelectric energy development.
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